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TPS40428 支支持持自自适适性性电电压压调调节节 (AVS) 总总线线的的双双路路输输出出、、双双相相、、堆堆栈栈式式
PMBus™ 同同步步降降压压无无驱驱动动器器控控制制器器

1 特特性性 3 说说明明

1• 出厂默认为智能功率模式（与德州仪器 (TI) 的 TPS40428 器件是一款 PMBus 同步降压无驱动器控制
CSD95378B 智能功率级兼容并且与出厂默认为非 器。 其出厂默认设置的工作模式为智能功率模式，在
智能功率模式的 TPS40425 引脚对引脚等效） 进行 PMBus 编程并重启电源之后即可在非智能功率模

• 单电源运行：4.5V 至 20V 式下工作。 该器件可配置为双路输出或双相操作。 而
• VOUT 为 0.6V 且该器件最多可堆叠 4 个相位，支持高达 120A 的负
• 双路或多相同步降压控制器 载电流。2 相、3 相或 4 相交错式相移可减少输入和输
• 独立的高速 AVS 接口 出波纹，从而减小输入和输出电容。
• 快速瞬态响应

它的宽输入电压范围可支持 5V 和 12V 中间电源总• 最多可堆叠四相位
线。 基准电压精度达 0.5%，可满足现代专用集成电路– 2 相、3 相或 4 相交错式相移
(ASIC) 对于精准电压的需求。– 精准电流均流

根据 PMBus 标准，TPS40428 器件可对基准电压、故• PMBus 接口功能

障限制、UVLO 阈值、软启动时间以及接通和关断延– 2mV步长的边界上升/下降

迟进行编程。– 可编程故障限制和响应

– ±0.8% VOUT 此外，该器件还实现了精准的测量系统，用于监视各通
– 精准电流监视 道的输出电压、电流和温度。
– 智能功率模式下的 ±3°C 外部温度监视

器器件件信信息息(1)
– 可编程欠压闭锁 (UVLO) 开/关阈值

部部件件号号 封封装装 封封装装尺尺寸寸（（标标称称值值））– 可编程软启动时间、接通延迟和关断延迟
TPS40428 RHA (40) 6.00mm x 6.00mm• 用于存储定制配置的片载非易失性存储器 (NVM)

(1) 要了解所有可用封装，请见数据表末尾的可订购产品附录。• –40°C 到 125°C 温度范围内的基准电压为 0.6V，
精度为 0.5%

简简化化的的应应用用示示意意图图（（双双路路输输出出））
• 可编程 ƒSW，范围从 200kHz 到 1.5MHz
• 支持预偏置输出

• 差分远程感应

• 与外部时钟同步

• 过流/过压/欠压/过热(OC/OV/UV/OT)故障保护

• 40引脚，6mm x 6mm，QFN封装

2 应应用用

• 无线基础设施

• 交换机/路由器联网/服务器/存储

1

PRODUCTION DATA information is current as of publication date. Products conform to specifications per the terms of the Texas
Instruments standard warranty. Production processing does not necessarily include testing of all parameters.

English Data Sheet: SLUSBV0

http://www.ti.com.cn/product/cn/TPS40428?dcmp=dsproject&hqs=pf
http://www.ti.com.cn/product/cn/TPS40428?dcmp=dsproject&hqs=sandbuy&#samplebuy
http://www.ti.com.cn/product/cn/TPS40428?dcmp=dsproject&hqs=td&#doctype2
http://www.ti.com.cn/product/cn/TPS40428?dcmp=dsproject&hqs=sw&#desKit
http://www.ti.com.cn/product/cn/TPS40428?dcmp=dsproject&hqs=support&#community
http://www.ti.com.cn/product/cn/tps40428?qgpn=tps40428
http://www-s.ti.com/sc/techlit/SLUSBV0.pdf
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• Updated Pin Functions table .................................................................................................................................................. 3
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• Added clarity to Table 4 ....................................................................................................................................................... 26
• Added clarity to Table 5 ....................................................................................................................................................... 27
• Added clarity to Table 6 ....................................................................................................................................................... 29
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5 Pin Configuration and Functions

RHA PACKAGE
40 PINS

(TOP VIEW)

Pin Functions
PIN

I/O DESCRIPTION
NAME NO.

ADDR1 11 I High order address pin for PMBus device. Connect a resistor to AGND (see Table 3).
ADDR0 12 I Low order address pin for PMBus device. Connect a resistor to AGND (see Table 3).
AGND 8 — Analog ground pin, used for analog signal. Connect to thermal pad directly.
AVSCLK 10 I AVS clock
AVSDATA 9 I AVS data

3.3-V bias power for logic. A low-ESR ceramic capacitor with a value of 0.33 µF or greater should beBP3 26 O connected closely from this pin or to AGND. The maximum suggested capacitor value is 10 µF.
Output bypass for the internal regulator. A low-ESR ceramic capacitor of 1 µF or greater should beBP5 25 O connected closely from this pin to PGND pin. The maximum suggested capacitor value is 10 µF.
Logic level input which starts or stops channel 1. An internal 6-µA current source pulls VCNTL1 up to VBP5CNTL1 3 I when the pin is floating.
Logic level input which starts or stops channel 2. An internal 6-µA current source pulls VCNTL2 up to VBP5CNTL2 4 I when the pin is floating.

COMP1 36 O Output of the error amplifier 1 and connection node for loop feedback components
COMP2 15 O Output of the error amplifier 2 and connection node for loop feedback components

Negative pin of current sense amplifier for channel 1. An internal, 4-kΩ resistor pulls CS1N to 1.24 V duringCS1N 33 I smart power mode operation to provide a bias voltage required by smart power stage.
CS1P 32 I Positive pin of current sense amplifier for channel 1

Negative pin of current sense amplifier for channel 2. An internal, 4-kΩ resistor pulls CS2N to 1.24 V duringCS2N 18 I smart power mode operation to provide a bias voltage required by smart power stage.
CS2P 19 I Positive pin of current sense amplifier for channel 2
DIFFO1 39 O Remote Sense Amplifier Output for channel 1

Inverting input to the error amplifier 1. In normal operation, the voltage on this pin is equal to the internalFB1 35 I reference voltage. Connect the FB1 pin to the BP5 pin to set the channel as slave channel.

Copyright © 2014, Texas Instruments Incorporated 3
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Pin Functions (continued)
PIN

I/O DESCRIPTION
NAME NO.

Inverting input to the error amplifier 2. In normal operation, the voltage on this pin is equal to the internalFB2 16 I reference voltage. Connect the FB2 pin to the BP5 pin to set the channel as slave channel.
FLT1 34 I/O Fault signal of channel 1. An internal 100-kΩ resistor pulls FLT1 to BP3.
FLT2 17 I/O Fault signal of channel 2. An internal 100-kΩ resistor pulls FLT2 to BP3.
GSNS1 38 I Negative pin of Voltage Sense Signal for channel 1
GSNS2 13 I Negative pin of Voltage Sense Signal for channel 2
ISH1 30 I Current sharing signal of channel 1 for multi-phase mode
ISH2 21 I Current sharing signal of channel 2 for multi-phase mode

Open drain power good indicator for channel 1 output voltage. This pin is pulled to ground internally in slavePG1 29 O channel.
Open drain power good indicator for channel 2 output voltage. This pin is pulled to ground internally in slavePG2 22 O channel.

PGND 27 — Power GND, used for BP5 bypass capacitor. Connect to thermal pad directly.
PHSET 2 I/O Phase set for multiphase mode
PMBCLK 7 I PMBus clock pin
PMBDATA 6 I/O PMBus data pin
PWM1 28 O PWM signal for channel 1
PWM2 23 O PWM signal for channel 2
RT 40 I Connecting a resistor from this pin to AGND sets the oscillator frequency
SMBALERT 5 O PMBus alert pin.

This is the synchronization pin for use with the external clock. The frequency of external SYNC signal must
SYNC 1 I/O be 4 times of desired switching frequency during 1-, 2-, or 4- phases, and must be 3 times the desired

switching frequency during 3-phase configuration.
TSNS1 31 I External temperature sense signal input for channel 1
TSNS2 20 I External temperature sense signal input for channel 2

Power input to the controller. A low-ESR ceramic capacitor with a value of 1-μF or greater should beVDD 24 I connected closely from this pin to AGND.
VSNS1 37 I Positive pin of voltage sense signal for channel 1
VSNS2 14 I Positive pin of voltage sense signal for channel 2

6 Specifications

6.1 Absolute Maximum Ratings
over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted) (1)

MIN MAX UNIT
VDD –0.3 22
CS1N, CS1P, CS2N, CS2P, GSNS1, GSNS2, ISH1, ISH2, PHSET, PMBDATA, –0.3 5.5 VPMBCLK, SMBALERT, SYNC, VSNS1, VSNS2Input voltage range
AVSDATA, AVSCLK, TSNS1, TSNS2 –0.3 3.6
CNTL1, CNTL2, FB1, FB2 –0.3 7
ADDR0, ADDR1, RT, BP3 –0.3 3.6

Output voltage range V
BP5, COMP1, COMP2, DIFFO1, FLT1, FLT2, PG1, PG2, PWM1, PWM2 –0.3 7

Operating junction temperature, TJ –40 150 °C

(1) Stresses beyond those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. These are stress ratings
only, which do not imply functional operation of the device at these or any other conditions beyond those indicated under Recommended
Operating Conditions. Exposure to absolute-maximum-rated conditions for extended periods may affect device reliability.

4 Copyright © 2014, Texas Instruments Incorporated
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6.2 Handling Ratings
MIN MAX UNIT

Tstg Storage temperature range –55 155 °C
Human body model (HBM), per ANSI/ESDA/JEDEC JS-001, –2 2all pins (1)

V(ESD) Electrostatic discharge kV
Charged device model (CDM), per JEDEC specification –1.5 1.5JESD22-C101, all pins (2)

(1) JEDEC document JEP155 states that 500-V HBM allows safe manufacturing with a standard ESD control process.
(2) JEDEC document JEP157 states that 250-V CDM allows safe manufacturing with a standard ESD control process.

6.3 Recommended Operating Conditions
over operating free-air temperature range (unless otherwise noted)

MIN MAX UNIT
VDD Input operating voltage 4.5 20 V
TJ Operating junction temperature –40 125 °C

6.4 Thermal Information
TPS40428

THERMAL METRIC (1) UNIT
QFN (40 PINS)

RθJA Junction-to-ambient thermal resistance 27.8
RθJCtop Junction-to-case (top) thermal resistance 17.2
θJB Junction-to-board thermal resistance 4.8

°C/W
RψJT Junction-to-top characterization parameter 0.2
RψJB Junction-to-board characterization parameter 4.8
RθJCbot Junction-to-case (bottom) thermal resistance 1.2

(1) For more information about traditional and new thermal metrics, see the IC Package Thermal Metrics application report, SPRA953.

6.5 Electrical Characteristics
TJ = –40ºC to 125ºC, VIN = VVDD = 12 V, RRT valued to produce a switching frequency (fSW) of 500 kHz, all parameters at zero
power dissipation (unless otherwise noted)

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNIT

INPUT SUPPLY

VVDD Input supply voltage range 4.5 20 V

Switching, no driver load, smart-power 17.3modeIVDD Input operating current mA
Not switching, smart-power mode 15.9

UVLO

VIN(on) Input turn-on voltage (1) Default settings 4 4.25 4.5 V

VIN(off) Input turn-off voltage (1) Default settings 3.8 4 4.2 V

VINON(rng) Programmable range for turn on voltage 4.25 16 V

VINOFF(rng) Programmable range for turn off voltage 4 15.75 V

ERROR AMPLIFIER

VFB Feedback pin voltage –40°C ≤ TJ ≤ 125°C 597 600 603 mV

AOL Open-loop gain (2) 80 dB

GBWP Gain bandwidth product (2) 50 MHz

IFB FB pin bias current (out of pin) VFB = 0.6 V 100 nA

Sourcing VFB = 0 V 1
ICOMP mA

Sinking VFB = 1 V 1

(1) Hysteresis of at least 150 mV is specified by design.
(2) Specified by design. Not production tested.

Copyright © 2014, Texas Instruments Incorporated 5
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Electrical Characteristics (continued)
TJ = –40ºC to 125ºC, VIN = VVDD = 12 V, RRT valued to produce a switching frequency (fSW) of 500 kHz, all parameters at zero
power dissipation (unless otherwise noted)

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNIT

BP5 REGULATOR

Output voltage IBP5 = 10 mA 4.5 5 5.5 V
VBP5 VVIN – VBP5, VVDD = 4.5 V,Dropout voltage 400 mVIBP5 = 25 mA

IBP5 Output current VVDD = 12 V 40 mA

VBP5UV Regulator UVLO voltage (3) 3.3 3.55 3.8 V

VBP5UV(hyst) Regulator UVLO voltage hysteresis (3) 300 mV

BP3 REGULATOR

VBP3 Output voltage VVDD = 4.5 V, IBP3 ≤ 5 mA 3.1 3.3 3.5 V

OSCILLATOR AND RAMP GENERATOR

Adjustment range (3) 200 1500 kHz

Switching frequency (4) RRT = 100 kΩ 180 200 220
ƒSW

Switching frequency (4) RRT = 40 kΩ 450 500 550 kHz

Switching frequency (4) RRT = 13 kΩ 1230 1370 1500

VRAMP Ramp amplitude (peak-to-peak) VVDD/10 V

VVAL Valley voltage 1.22 V

SYNCHRONIZATION

VSYNCH SYNC high-level threshold (5) 2 V

VSYNCL SYNC low-level threshold (5) 0.8 V

tSYNC Minimum SYNC pulse width (3) 100 ns

Maximum PWM frequency for SYNC (3) 1500
kHz

Minimum PWM frequency for SYNC (3) 200ƒSYNC
SYNC frequency range (increase from –20% 20%nominal oscillator frequency) (3)

PWM

VOH(pwm) PWM high-level output voltage ILOAD = 500 µA 4.5 V

VOL(pwm) PWM low-level output voltage ILOAD = 500 µA 0.5 V

tOFF(min) Minimum off-time 100 ns

tON(min) Minimum pulse 90 ns

SOFT-START

Soft-start time (6) Factory default settings 2.7 ms

tSS Programmable range (3) 0.6 9 ms

Accuracy over range (3) –15% 15%

tON(dly) Turn-on delay time (3) Factory default settings 0 ms

tOFF(dly) Turn-off delay time (3) Factory default settings 0 ms

REMOTE SENSE AMPLIFIER

BW Closed-loop bandwidth (3) 2 MHz

VDIFFO(max) Maximum DIFFO output voltage 4.7 V

(VSNS1– GSNS1) = 1.0 V –6 6 mVError voltage from DIFFO1 to (VSNS1–VDIFFO(err) GSNS1) (VSNS1– GSNS1) = 3.6 V –19 19

Sourcing 1
IDIFFO mA

Sinking 1

(3) Specified by design. Not production tested.
(4) Apply to 1-,2- or 4-phase operation. For 3-phase operation, the switching frequency is 33% higher than the value in the table.
(5) The external SYNC pin signal must be a square waveform with 50% duty cycle.
(6) The soft-start time is the time that the internal reference voltage rises from 0 V to 600 mV.
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Electrical Characteristics (continued)
TJ = –40ºC to 125ºC, VIN = VVDD = 12 V, RRT valued to produce a switching frequency (fSW) of 500 kHz, all parameters at zero
power dissipation (unless otherwise noted)

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNIT

CURRENT SENSING AMPLIFIER

(VCSxP – VCSxN), non-smart power mode 0 60
VCS(mg) Differential input voltage linear range mV

(VCSxP – VCSxN), smart power mode 0 600

VCS(cmr) Input common-mode range Non-smart power mode 0 3.6 V

VCS(cm) Input common-mode voltage Smart power mode 1.24 V

CHx_CSGAIN_SEL= 20 V/V (7), non-smart 10power mode
ACS Current sensing gain V/V

CHx_CSGAIN_SEL= 20 V/V (7), smart power 1mode

fCO Closed loop bandwidth (8) 0.66 MHz

Amplifier output difference between two IPHASE = 20 A, IOUT_CAL_GAIN = 0.503VCS(chch) –6% 6%channels (9) mΩ

CURRENT LIMIT

tOFF(oc) Off-time between restart attempts Hiccup mode 7 × tSS ms

Factory default settings 40Output peak current overcurrent faultIOC(flt) Athreshold Programmable range 3 50

Factory default settings 37Output peak current overcurrent warningIOC(warn) Athreshold Programmable range 2 49

Output peak current overcurrent fault IOUT = 40 A, IOUT_CAL_GAIN = 0.503 mΩ –10% 10%accuracy
IOC(acc)

Output peak current overcurrent warning IOUT = 37 A, IOUT_CAL_GAIN = 0.503 mΩ –10% 10%accuracy

PGOOD

VFBPGH FB PGOOD high threshold Factory default settings 642 mV

VFBPGL FB PGOOD low threshold Factory default settings 558 mV

VPG(acc) PGOOD accuracy over range –4% 4%

Vpg(hyst) FB PGOOD hysteresis voltage 15 28 45 mV

RPGOOD PGOOD pull-down resistance VFB = 0 V, IPGOOD = 5 mA 50 Ω

IPGOOD(lk) PGOOD pin leakage current VFB = 600 mV, VPGOOD = 5 V 20 µA

PGOOD delay time after soft-start sequencetPGDELAY Factory default settings 2 msis complete

OUTPUT OVERVOLTAGE/UNDERVOLTAGE

VFBOV FB pin over voltage threshold Factory default settings 700 mV

VFBUV FB pin under voltage threshold Factory default settings 528 mV

VUVOV(acc) FB UV/OV accuracy over range –4% 4%

OUTPUT VOLTAGE TRIMMING AND MARGINING

VFBTM(step) Resolution of FB steps with trim and margin 2 mV

tFBTM(step) Transition time per trim or margin step After soft-start time 30 µs

Maximum FB voltage with trim or marginVFBTM(max) 660 mVonly

Minimum FB voltage with trim or marginVFBTM(min) 480 mVonly

FB voltage range with trim and marginVFBTM(rng) 420 660 mVcombined

VFBMH Margin high FB pin voltage Factory default settings 660 mV

VFBML Margin low FB pin voltage Factory default settings 540 mV

OUTPUT VOLTAGE AT AVS MODE

VFBAVS(step) Resolution of FB steps at AVS mode 2 mV

VFBAVS(max) Maximum FB voltage at AVS mode 1.5 V

VFBAVS(min) Minimum FB voltage at AVS mode 500 mV

(7) Refer to PMBus command MFR_SPECIFIC_21 (OPTIONS) (E5h) section.
(8) Specified by design. Not production tested.
(9) Performance verified under application conditions.
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Electrical Characteristics (continued)
TJ = –40ºC to 125ºC, VIN = VVDD = 12 V, RRT valued to produce a switching frequency (fSW) of 500 kHz, all parameters at zero
power dissipation (unless otherwise noted)

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNIT

AVS INTERFACE

VVIO ASIC I/O voltage (10) 1.8 2.5 V

VVIO = 2.5 V 1.75High-level input voltage, AVSCLK,VIH(avs) VAVSDATA VVIO = 1.8 V 1.26

VVIO = 2.5 V 0.75Low-level input voltage, AVSCLK,VIL(avs) VAVSDATA VVIO = 1.8 V 0.54

High-level input current, AVSCLK,IIH(avs) –50 50 µAAVSDATA (10)

Low-level input current, AVSCLK,IIL(avs) –50 50 µAAVSDATA (10)

fAVS AVS clock frequency range 10 30 MHz

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

MVOUT(rng) VOUT measurement range 0.5 3.6 V

MVOUT(acc) VOUT measurement accuracy (11) VOUT = 1 V, 0°C ≤ TJ ≤ 125°C –0.8% 0.8%

MIOUT(rng) IOUT measurement range (12) 0 50 A

IOUT ≥ 20 A, IOUT_CAL_GAIN = 0.503 mΩ,MIOUT(acc) IOUT measurement accuracy (11) –640 640 mA0°C ≤ TJ ≤ 125°C, smart power mode

PMBus INTERFACE (13)

VIH High-level input voltage, CLK, DATA, CNTL 2.1
V

VIL Low-level input voltage, CLK, DATA, CNTL 0.8

IIH High-level input current, CLK, DATA, CNTL Pin voltage = 3.3 V –10 10
µA

IIL Low-level input current, CLK, DATA, CNTL Pin voltage = 0 V –10 10

VOL Low-level output voltage, DATA, SMBALRT IOUT = 4 mA 0.4 V

High-level output open drain leakageIOH VOUT = VBP5 0 10 µAcurrent, DATA, SMBALRT

Low-level output open drain current, DATA,IOL 4 mASMBALRT

COUT Pin capacitance, CLK, DATA (10) 1 pF

fPMB PMBus operating frequency range Slave mode 10 400 kHz

Bus free time between START andtBUF 1.3STOP (10)

tHD:STA Hold time after repeated START (10) 0.6 µs
tSU:STA Repeated START set-up time (10) 0.6

tSU:STO STOP setup time (10) 0.6

Receive mode 0
tHD:DAT Data hold time (10)

Transmit mode 300 ns

tSU:DAT Data setup time (10) 100

tTIMEOUT Error signal/detect (10) 25 35 ms

tLOW:MEXT Cumulative clock low master extend time (10) 10 ms

tLOW:SEXT Cumulative clock low slave extend time (10) 25 ms

tLOW Clock low time (10) 1.3 µs

tHIGH Clock high time (10) 0.6 µs

tFALL CLK/DATA fall time (10) 300
ns

tRISE CLK/DATA rise time (10) 300

tRETENTION Retention of configuration parameters (10) TJ = 25°C 100 Year

Write_cycles Number of nonvolatile erase/write cycles (10) TJ = 25°C 20 K cycle

(10) Specified by design. Not production tested.
(11) Performance verified under application conditions.
(12) The actual measurement range is limited by IOUT_CAL_GAIN command. See the IOUT_CAL_GAIN (38h) section.
(13) The device supports both 100-kHz and 400-kHz bus speeds. The PMBus timing parameters in this table is for operation at 400 kHz. If

the PMBus operating frequency is 100 kHz, refer to SMBus specification for timing parameters.
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Electrical Characteristics (continued)
TJ = –40ºC to 125ºC, VIN = VVDD = 12 V, RRT valued to produce a switching frequency (fSW) of 500 kHz, all parameters at zero
power dissipation (unless otherwise noted)

PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNIT

PMBus ADDRESSING

IADD Address pin bias current 8.775 9.75 10.725 µA

INITIALIZATION TIME

Initialization time after BP3 voltage istINI 1 msready (14)

TEMPERATURE SENSE AND THERMAL SHUTDOWN

TSD Junction shutdown temperature (14) 160
°C

THYST Thermal shutdown hysteresis (14) 20

Ratio of bias current flowing out of TSNSITSNS(ratio) Non-smart power mode 9.7 10 10.3pin, state 2 to state 1

ITSNS(1) State 1 current out of TSNS pin Non-smart power mode 10 µA

ITSNS(2) State 2 current out of TSNS pin Non-smart power mode 100 µA

–40°C ≤ TSNS ≤ 125°C, Non-smart power –4.5 4.5modeTSNS(acc) External temperature sense accuracy (15) °C
–40°C ≤ TSNS ≤ 125°C, Smart power mode –3 3

Overtemperature fault limit (14) Factory default settings 145
TOT(flt) °C

OT fault limit range (14) 120 165

Overtemperature warning limit (14) Factory default settings 125
TOT(warn) °C

OT warning limit range (14) 100 140

TOT(step) OT fault/warning step 1 °C

TOT(hys) OT fault/warning hysteresis (14) 20 °C

(14) Specified by design. Not production tested.
(15) Performance verified under application conditions.
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6.6 Typical Characteristics

Smart-power mode

Figure 1. Non-Switching Quiescent Current vs Junction Figure 2. Switching Frequency vs Junction Temperature
Temperature

Figure 3. Reference Voltage vs Junction Temperature Figure 4. Remove Sense Amplifier Gain vs Junction
Temperature

Figure 5. Input Turn-On Voltage vs. Junction Temperature Figure 6. Input Turn-Off Voltage vs. Junction Temperature
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Typical Characteristics (continued)

VOUT = 600 mV Default threshold settings

Figure 8. BP5 Voltage vs Junction TemperatureFigure 7. Overvoltage and Undervoltage Thresholds vs
Junction Temperature

Figure 9. Timing Resistance vs Switching Frequency
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7 Detailed Description

7.1 Overview
The TPS40428 device is a PMBus synchronous buck driverless controller. It can be configured as a dual-output
or single output two phase. It is also stackable up to 4 phases to support load current as high as 120 A.
Interleaved phase shift for 2-, 3-, or 4-phase operation reduces the input and output ripples therefore reducing
input and output capacitance.

When operating in dual-output mode, the device implements voltage mode control with input feed-forward
architecture. With this architecture, the benefits are less noise sensitivity, no control instability issues for small
DCR applications, and a smaller minimum controllable on-time, often desired for high conversion ratio
applications. In multi-phase mode, the device implements a current-sharing loop to ensure a balance of current
between phases.

The wide input voltage range supports 5-V and 12-V intermediate buses. The 0.5% reference voltage satisfies
the need for precision voltage required by modern ASICs. PMBus functionality allows the TPS40428 device to
program margining function, reference voltage, fault limit, UVLO threshold, soft-start time and turn-on delay time
and turn-off delay time. In addition, an accurate measurement system monitors the output voltages, currents and
temperatures for individual channels.
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7.2 Functional Block Diagram
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7.3 Feature Description

7.3.1 Asynchronous Pulse Injection (API)
The TPS40428 device implements a TI proprietary control scheme to achieve fast transient response. This
scheme has the following key features:
• Voltage mode with API (asynchronous pulse injection) technology
• Fast transient response to reduce output capacitance

Figure 10 shows the control loop with API technology. The control scheme continuously senses the voltage on
the COMP pin to determine a transient event that could require a sudden increase in duty-cycle. Upon detecting
such an event, additional pulses are asynchronously injected in the PWM stream to quickly respond to the
transient and arrest any undershoot in the output voltage.

During load step-up, the deviation of the COMP pin voltage must be above the API comparator threshold to
trigger API. Refer to the MFR_SPECIFIC_32 (API_OPTIONS) (F0h) section for more information.

The API response can be delayed by compensation, parasitic impedance between the output inductor and the
voltage sense point. If the delay is large, the asynchronous PWM might inject too much energy and result in
overshoot during load step-up. In this case, it is imperative to optimize the compensation and reduce the parasitic
impedance. If these efforts cannot reduce the overshoot to an acceptable level, disable the API function.

Figure 10. Asynchronous Pulse Injection (API) Block Diagram

7.3.2 Adaptive Voltage Scaling (AVS)
AVS provides output voltage scaling. AVSBus is a 2-wire communication link that enables bi-directional
communication between one ASIC and one or more slave devices for controlling voltage scaling. The two wires
required for communication are AVS_Clock and AVS_Data. The AVSBus interface could be used exclusively
once PMBus has configured the device properly. The AVS commands can select channel 1 or channel 2 of slave
device.

AVSBus is scalable for use with multiple slave devices, and allows for independent control of multiple rails within
each slave. This scalability is achieved without sacrificing response time for simpler designs with a single slave,
by means of configuration settings.

NOTE
PMBus commands are required to:
• configure the device to AVS mode
• set AVS address for the device
• set transition slew rate of output voltage
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Feature Description (continued)
7.3.3 Switching Frequency and Synchronization
A resistor from the RT pin to AGNG sets the switching frequency (fSW). The RRT resistor value is calculated in
Equation 1 for switching frequencies below 800 kHz. For switching frequencies above 800 kHz, refer to Table 1
for RRT resistor values.

where
• RRT is the resistor from the RT pin to AGND, in Ω
• ƒSW is the desired switching frequency, in Hz (1)

The switching frequency during 3-phase operation is 1.33 times of that at 1-, 2-, or 4-phase operation with the
same RT resistor value. Use Equation 2 to calculate the RT resistor value for 3-phase operation.

where
• RRT is the resistor from the RT pin to AGND, in Ω
• ƒSW is the desired switching frequency, in Hz (2)

Table 1. Setting the Switching Frequency
TIMING RESISTANCE SWITCHING FREQUENCY

RRT (kΩ) ƒSW (kHz)
11 1520

11.8 1450
12.4 1400
13 1370
15 1208
20 948

24.9 776

The accuracy of the frequency setting is ±10%. For 3-phase and 4-phase applications, the RT resistors should
be identical for both the controllers. In 3-phase and 4-phase applications, the device achieves clock and phase
synchronization between the two controllers by connecting the SYNC pins and PHSET pins of the master
controller to the corresponding pins on the slave controller. Phase configuration indicating number of phases is
set according to the PMBus manufacturer specific command MFR_SPECIFIC_22 (E6h).

The switching frequency can be synchronized by an external clock on the SYNC pin. The frequency of the SYNC
signal must be 4 times the switching frequency during 1-, 2-, or 4-phase operation, and must be 3 times the
switching frequency during 3-phase operation. The SYNC signal must be a square waveform with 50% duty
cycle. The high-level threshold must be above 2 V, and the low-level threshold must be below 0.8 V. The change
on SYNC and PHSET setting occurs only after a power re-cycle.

7.3.4 Voltage Reference
The 600-mV bandgap cell is internally connected to the non-inverting input of the error amplifier. The reference
voltage is 600 mV with ±0.5% between –40°C and 125°C.

7.3.5 Output Voltage and Remote Sensing Amplifier
Setting the output voltage is very similar to that of a traditional analog controller using a voltage divider from the
output to the feedback (FB) pin. The output voltage must be divided to the nominal reference voltage of 600 mV.
Figure 11 shows the typical connections for the controller. The voltage at the load is sensed using the unity gain
differential voltage sense amplifier. This type of sensing provides better load regulation (see electrical
specifications for the maximum output voltage of the differential sense amplifier).
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To prevent output voltage out of regulation, ensure the maximum allowed DIFFO1 voltage (VBP5 – 0.2 V) is larger
than actual output voltage at any time including when BP5 ramps down. For output voltages above the DIFFO1
pin specification, connect the output voltage directly to the junction of R1 and C1, leave DIFFO1 open and do not
connect the VSNS1 pin to the output voltage. If the design includes a resistor divider before the remote sensing
amplifier, the output voltage readout on PMBus is equal to the voltage between VSNS1 and GSNS1.

Figure 11. Setting the Output Voltage

where
• VFB is the feedback voltage
• VOUT is the desired output voltage
• R1 and R2 are in the same units (3)

DESIGN NOTE
There is no DIFFO2 pin. In dual-output mode, VSNS2 and GSNS2 are connected to the
load for channel 2 and the DIFFO2 signal is used internally for voltage monitoring.
Connect the output directly to the junction of R1 and C1 for channel 2 to set the output
voltage and for feedback.

The feedback voltage can be changed –30% to 10% from the nominal 600 mV using PMBus commands. The
output voltage can vary by the same percentage.

7.3.6 Current Sensing and Temperature Sensing Modes
The TPS40428 device can operate in two operating modes as far as the current and temperature sensing
methods are concerned. The device operates at smart power mode in factory default setting, and it can also
operate at non-smart power mode after PMBus programing and power reboot. Refer to the MFR_SPECIFIC_21
(OPTIONS) (E5h) section for more information.

Consider using the TPS40425 device if non smart-power mode in factory default is preferred in an application.
Refer to the TPS40425 datasheet (SLUSBO6) for more information.
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During smart power operation, an internal 4-kΩ resistor pulls the CSxN pin of the TPS40428 device to 1.24 V
once VDD voltage is applied. When a board is configured to operate using non smart-power mode, but the
TPS40428 device configured for smart power mode is used, the CSxN voltage charges the output capacitor to
1.24 V because the CSxN pin is connected to output for DCR sensing. This problem can avoid in two ways,
either:
• the TPS40428 must be reprogrammed to non smart-power mode before it is assembled on the board, or
• the application must include a small-value (on the order of 100 Ω) resistor between output and ground such

that a very small portion of the CSxN pin voltage is applied on output

7.3.6.1 Non Smart-Power Operation
Current sensing is based on inductor DCR (direct current resistance) sensing or a separate current sense
resistor. Temperature sensing is based on the ΔVbe measurement of an external diode (x3904). This mode can
be used with standard power-stages, such as the CSD95372A.

If inductor DCR is used for current sensing, the TPS40428 device compensates for the temperature variation of
DCR value by using the temperature sensed at the external sensor for that channel. The temperature-
compensated DCR value is used both for reporting inductor current over PMBus and for overcurrent fault and
warning functions.

If a sense resistor is used for current sensing and the temperature variation of resistor value is very small, the
temperature compensation in the TPS40428 device can be disabled.

7.3.6.2 Smart-Power Operation.
The current sensing function in the TPS40428 device is based on sensed voltage reported by the smart power-
stage (at 5 mV/A). No temperature compensation is needed on the controller side. Temperature sensing is based
on the voltage reported by the smart power-stage (at 8 mV/°C + 400 mV offset). This mode can be used with the
smart power-stage (CSD95378B). During smart-power mode operation, an internal 10-x factor is applied to the
current readout, therefore the IOUT_CAL_GAIN command must be set to 0.5 mΩ instead of 5 mΩ.

NOTE
Both channels of the TPS40428 device need to operate in the same operating mode
(either non smart-power or smart-power) at all times. The factory default setting is smart-
power mode. An operation mode change occurs only after a power re-cycle.

7.3.7 Current Sensing
During non smart-power operation and while the controller uses inductor DCR for current sensing as shown in
Figure 12, a filter must be used to remove the large AC component of voltage across the inductor and leave only
the component of the voltage that appears across the resistance of the inductor. The values of R5 and C4 for the
ideal case can be found using Equation 4. The time constant of the R-C filter should be equal to or greater than
the time constant of the inductor. If the time constants are equal, the voltage appearing across C4 is the current
in the inductor multiplied the inductor resistance. The voltage across C4 perfectly reflects the inductor ripple
current in this case and there is no reason to have a shorter R-C time constant.

Extending the R-C filter time constant beyond the inductor time constant lowers the AC ripple component of
voltage present at the current sense pins of the TPS40428 device but allows the correct DC current information
to remain intact. This extension also delays slightly the response to an overcurrent event, but reduces noise in
the system leading to cleaner overcurrent performance and current reporting data over the PMBus. The
extension of R-C filter time slightly affects control loop during multi-phase operation, because the current
information is applied to the loop to achieve current balance between the phases.

In all cases, C4 should be placed as close to current sense pins as possible to help avoid problems with noise
and a decoupling capacitor connected to the CSNx pin is suggested.

where
• R5 and RDCR are in Ω
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• C4 is in F (C4 is suggested to be larger than 220 nF)
• L is in H (4)

When a sensing resistor performs the current sensing, an R-C-R filter as shown in Figure 13 is recommended to
filter noise.

Figure 12. Current Sensing Using DCR Figure 13. Current Sensing Using Sense Resistor

NOTE
The programming range of current sense element resistance is between 0.244 mΩ and
7.747 mΩ. The IOUT_CAL_GAIN command sets the value of the current sense element
resistance. The maximum difference between CSP and CSN is limited to 60 mV by the
current-sharing and current-limit circuit. However, under some conditions, the current-
monitoring circuit has tighter limits, as follows:
• For sense element resistance between 0.244 mΩ and 0.5795 mΩ, the maximum

differential voltage is 24 mV
• For sense element resistance between 0.5795 mΩ and 1.1285 mΩ, the maximum

differential voltage is 40 mV
• For sense element resistance higher than 1.1285 mΩ, the maximum differential voltage

is 60 mV

During smart-power operation current sense as Figure 14 shows, the design requires local bypass capacitors for
the CSxN pin of the TPS40428 device and the REFIN pin of the smart power stage to avoid noise problems. The
recommended value of C6 is 100 nF. Refer to the datasheet of the smart power stage for a C7 value. The two
current signal traces must be routed as a differential pair on quiet area.

Figure 14. Current Sensing using Smart-Power Stage
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NOTE
During smart-power mode operation, the IOUT_CAL_GAIN must be set to 0.5 mΩ.

7.3.8 Temperature Sensing
As shown in Figure 15, the non smart-power operation is selected and ΔVbe measurement of external diode
(x3904) is used for temperature sensing. The external diode must be placed close to the inductor if the inductor
DCR is used for current sensing, so that the current readout can be more accurate with temperature
compensation. It is recommended to place a 1-nF capacitor between the TSNS pin and AGND, and another 1-nF
bypass capacitor for the transistor. A separate AGND trace is recommended for the TSNS signal. Route the
TSNS trace and the AGND trace as a differential pair.

For temperature sensing using a smart-power stage as shown in Figure 16, the smart-power operation is
selected for temperature sensing. Local bypass capacitors are recommended for the TSNS pin of the TPS40428
device and the TAO pin of the smart power stage. The total capacitance of the two bypass capacitors should not
exceed 1 nF. The recommended value for both C10 and C11 is 470 pF.

In all cases, the temperature sense trace must be placed in a quiet area and be as short as possible.

Figure 15. Temperature Sensing Using External Figure 16. Temperature Sensing Using Smart-
Diode Power Stage

7.3.9 Current Sharing
When the device operates in multi-phase mode, a current sharing loop as shown in Figure 17 maintains the
current balance between phases. All phases share the same comparator voltage (VCOMP). The sensed current in
each phase is compared first in a current share block, then to an error current and fed into COMP. The resulting
error voltage is compared with the voltage ramp to generate the PWM pulse.
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NOTE: All the current sharing components are integrated in the device.

Figure 17. Current Sharing

7.3.10 Linear Regulators
The TPS40428 device has two on-board linear regulators that provide suitable power for the internal circuitry of
the device. These pins, BP3 and BP5 must be properly bypassed to function properly. The BP3 pin requires a
minimum capacitance of 0.33 µF connected to AGND and the BP5 pin should have approximately 1 μF of
capacitance connected to PGND. The bypass capacitors for VDD, BP5 and BP3 pins need to be placed as close
to the device as possible.

7.3.11 Power Sequence Between TPS40428 Device and Power Stage
Before soft-start operation begins to generate a PWM signal, the VDD voltage for power stage must be prepared.
Refer to the power stage datasheet for VDD value. Without preparation, the TPS40428 device outputs the PWM
signal at maximum duty cycle, because the power stage is not working and output voltage is not regulated.

The VDD voltage for power stage must remain above its threshold until the TPS40428 device is turned off.

7.3.12 PWM Signal
The PWM signal has three voltage levels:
• High level to turn on only the high-side MOSFET
• Level level to turn on only the low-side MOSFET
• Tri-state level to turn off both high-side and low-side MOSFETs.
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The PWM pin is open during tri-state, the tri-state level is determined by the resistor-divider network in the power
stage or power block. During the transition from any other level to tri-state level, the PWM drivers of the
TPS40428 device actively drive the PWM pins to 1.6 V and remain at that level for approximately 20 ns. The
PWM pins are then released to allow them return to the voltage level established by the resistor-divider network
in the power stage or power block.

7.3.13 Startup and Shutdown
The start-up and shutdown function of the device is controlled by an operation command, control pin or input
voltage. Figure 18 shows the TPS40428 device is controlled by both operation command and control pin. A turn-
on delay and turn-off delay can be added via PMBus commands.

NOTE
If the device turns off due to a turn-off delay time, any attempt to turn on the device before
the turn-off delay time expires should be avoided. The device is available to be turned on
only after the turn-off delay time expires and the device has been turned off.

For 3-phase and 4-phase configurations, the turn-on delay of both controllers must be
programmed to the same value. The same requirement is for turn-off delay.

Figure 18. Device Controlled by Both OPERATION and CONTROL

7.3.14 Pre-Biased Output Start-up
This controller supports a pre-biased, output start-up sequence. When the internal, soft-start DAC voltage
reaches the FB voltage, the high-side MOSFET gradually turns on.

During soft-start operation, when the PWM pulse width is shorter than the minimum controllable on-time (tON)
which is generally caused by the modulator and gate driver delays, pulse skipping may occur and the output
might show slightly larger ripple voltage.

7.3.15 PGOOD Indication
The TPS40428 device monitors the voltage on FB pin to indicate whether the output voltage is in regulation or
not. During the soft-start sequence, the PG pin is pulled to GND. During operation using factory default settings,
after the soft-start time expires, the PG pin releases after a 2-ms delay time if the output voltage is within the
PGOOD window (between PG_Low and PG_High). The 2-ms delay can be disabled using the
MFR_SPECIFIC_16 register. The PG pin is pulled to ground instantly when the output voltage is below PG_Low
or above PG_High.

The PG_Low and PG_High value can be set by the PMBus command
MFR_SPECIFIC_07(PCT_VOUT_FAULT_PG_LIMIT).
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7.3.16 Overcurrent Protection
The overcurrent protection uses a two-tier approach. Cycle-by-cycle current limit is implemented when the
inductor peak current exceeds the set threshold. PMBus sets the current limit using the IOUT_OC_FAULT_LIMIT
and IOUT_OC_WARN_LIMIT commands. After a series of seven OC counts, the device turns off both high-side
and low-side MOSFETs and enters hiccup mode by default. Only cycle-by-cycle current limit is applied if OC is
detected during soft-start operation.

The IOUT_OC_FAULT_RESPONSE PMBus command programs the response to an OC fault. The controller can
be programmed to either shut down until power-cycle, CNTLx toggling, or to shut down and attempt restart after
a delay of 7 × tON_RISE. When channel 2 is configured as a slave, this command cannot be programmed. In such
a case where channel 2 is a slave, the fault response setting for channel 1 is automatically applied to channel 2.
For 3-phase and 4-phase configurations, both the controllers must be programmed for the appropriate fault
response.

7.3.17 Output Overvoltage/Undervoltage Protection
The TPS40428 device monitors the voltage on FB pin to provide UV and OV protection. The UV threshold is
proportional to the reference voltage. The OV threshold is a fixed value in factory default setting and can be a
tracking value which is proportional to the reference voltage upon PMBus program.

The UV protection scheme is the same as OC protection scheme. When UV fault is triggered, both high-side and
low-side MOSFETs are turned off. The IOUT_OC_FAULT_RESPONSE setting determines the controller
response to UV fault. For example, if the IOUT_OC_FAULT_RESPONSE is set to restart the controller after OC
fault, then the controller is internally also programmed to restart after a UV fault. UV protection is only detected
after soft-start sequence has completed

When an OV fault is triggered, the high-side MOSFET is turned off and the low-side MOSFET remains on to
discharge the output. The controller keeps the low-side MOSFET on until VDD power recycle, CNTL pin or
command toggling. This behavior protects the output against an overvoltage condition. When the OV threshold is
a fixed value, OV protection is active at any time. When the OV threshold is proportional to the reference voltage,
OV protection is enabled only after soft-start is done. When operating in multi-phase mode, only the FB pin of the
master channel is detected for output voltage UV and OV fault. Output voltage related faults are not detected on
any slave channels. Refer to the MFR_SPECIFIC_07 (PCT_VOUT_FAULT_PG_LIMIT) (D7h) and (E0h)
MFR_SPECIFIC_16 (COMM_EEPROM_SPARE) sections for more information.

7.3.18 Overtemperature Fault Protection
The over-temperature fault and warning thresholds are programmable for the external temperature sensors. In
the case of an over-temperature fault, the detecting channel turns off both high-side and low-side MOSFETs.
When the detected temperature cools to less than the turn-off hysteresis level, the channel attempts a restart.
More information can be found in the OT_FAULT_LIMIT and OT_WARN_LIMIT command descriptions.

One on-chip temperature sensor monitors the device junction temperature. If the junction temperature of the
device reaches the thermal shutdown limit (160°C typical), the PWM output signals are turned off. When the
junction temperature cools to the required level (140°C typical), the PWM initiates soft-start as during a normal
power-up cycle.

7.3.19 Input Undervoltage Lockout (UVLO)
The input UVLO turn-on and turn-off thresholds are set through PMBus using VIN_ON and VIN_OFF commands.
These thresholds must be set for both controllers in 3-phase and 4-phase applications.

7.3.20 Fault Communication
In the case of OC, VIN_UV, VOUT_UV, or OT fault, the FLT pin for the corresponding channel is pulled low
internally. In addition, if the FLT pin of any channel is pulled low externally, that channel is shut down and both
high-side and low-side MOSFETs are turned off. In 3-phase and 4-phase applications, the FLT pins of all phases
of a rail must be connected together. Thus, a fault on any of the phases results in all the phases of that rail to
shut down. If programmed to restart after fault, the rail restarts only after each phase on the rail has released the
FLT pin.
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7.3.21 Fault Protection Summary
Table 2 summarizes the fault protections and associated responses.

Table 2. Fault Protections and Associated Responses
FAULT VIN UV OC VOUT UV VOUT OV OT OTFI

Fault description VDD voltage is The sensed FB voltage is FB voltage is The sensed The on-chip
above VIN_ON current is above below UV above OV external temperature is
then drops below OC fault threshold threshold. threshold temperature is above junction
VIN_OFF above the OT shutdown

threshold threshold
Monitoring VDD voltage Voltage between FB voltage FB voltage External On-chip
signal CSxP and CSxN temperature temperature

sensed by TSNSx
pin

PWM Tri-state Tri-state Tri-state Low Tri-state Tri-state
High-side OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF
MOSFET
Low-side OFF OFF OFF ON OFF OFF
MOSFET
Hiccup/Latch No Determined by Determined by Latched Hiccup after Hiccup after

IOUT_OC_FAULT IOUT_OC_FAULT temperature temperature
_RESPONSE _RESPONSE below reset below reset

threshold threshold
Before Soft-start Enabled Disabled Disabled Enabled at Fixed Enabled Enabled

OV,Disabled at
Tracking OV

During soft-start Enabled Cycle-by-cycle Disabled Enabled at Fixed Enabled Enabled
limit OV,Disabled at

Tracking OV
After soft-start Enabled Enabled Enabled Enabled Enabled Enabled

7.4 Device Functional Modes
The TPS40428 device can be configured to operate in dual-output mode or 2-phase mode. It is also stackable up
to four phases. Table 3 lists the operating modes that are supported by the TPS40428 device.

Table 3. Operation Modes
OPERATION MODE LOCATION CHANNEL

Dual-output Within a single device CH1 = Master, CH2 = Master
Two-phase Within a single device CH1 = Master, CH2 = Slave

IC1 CH1 = Master, CH2 = Slave2
Three-phase Between two devices

IC2 CH1 = Slave1, CH2 = Independent
IC1 CH1 = Master, CH2 = Slave2

Four-phase Between two devices
IC2 CH1 = Slave1, CH2 = Slave3
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The TPS40428 device uses the remote sense amplifier of master channel to compensate for the parasitic offset
to provide an accurate output voltage.

NOTE
In multi-phase operation, FB pins of slave channels must be tied to the BP5 pin of the
particular device. The COMP pins of all channels in the same rail are tied together, and
ISH pins are tied together, to ensure current sharing between channels. FLT pins are tied
together to ensure all channels in the same rail shut down in case a fault occurs on any
channel. Refer to Table 4 and Table 5 for detailed information. Ensure that the
MFR_SPECIFIC_22 (PWM_OSC_SELECT) (E6h) command is set correctly, to ensure
phase shift between phases.

In 3-phase and 4-phase operation, the SYNC pins of two devices are tied together, and
PHSET pins of two devices are tied together to ensure phase shift between phases.

7.5 Programming
Figure 19 shows a typical schematic for a 2-phase application. Table 4, Table 5, and Table 6 summarize pin
configurations for different applications

During the layout design, route the ISH bus, COMP bus, SYNC bus and PHSET bus as short traces to reduce
parasitic inductance and capacitance.
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7.5.1 Multi-Phase Applications

Figure 19. Typical 2-Phase Application Schematic
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Table 4. Pin Configurations for Dual Output and 2-Phase Operation
PIN NAME DUAL OUTPUT 2-PHASE

RT Connecting a resistor from this pin to AGND Connecting a resistor from this pin to AGND
SYNC Floating or connect to external clock Floating or connect to external clock
PHSET Floating Floating
FB1 Inverting input to the error amplifier 1 Inverting input to the error amplifier 1
FB2 Inverting input to the error amplifier 2 Connect to BP5
COMP1 Output of the error amplifier 1 Output of the error amplifier 1, connect to COMP bus
COMP2 Output of the error amplifier 2 Connect to COMP bus
ISH1 Floating Connect to ISH bus
ISH2 Floating Connect to ISH bus
FLT1 Fault inductor of CH1 Connect to FLT bus
FLT2 Fault inductor of CH2 Connect to FLT bus

Power good indicator for CH1 output voltage, connect to Power good indicator for 2-phase output voltage,PG1 BP5 via a pull-up resistor connect to BP5 via a pull-up resistor
Power good indicator for CH2 output voltage, connect toPG2 Floating or connect to GNDBP5 via a pull-up resistor

VSENS1 Positive pin of Voltage Sense Signal for CH1 Positive pin of Voltage Sense Signal for 2-phase output
GSENS1 Negative pin of Voltage Sense Signal for CH1 Negative pin of Voltage Sense Signal for 2-phase output

Connect to GND is recommended. Connect to the outputVSENS2 Positive pin of Voltage Sense Signal for CH2 voltage is also allowed.
GSENS2 Negative pin of Voltage Sense Signal for CH2 Connect to GND
CNTL1 Logic level input which starts or stops CH1 Logic level input which starts or stops both channels.
CNTL2 Logic level input which starts or stops CH2 Floating
DIFFO1 Remote Sense Amplifier Output for CH1 Remote Sense Amplifier Output for 2-phase
AVSDATA AVS data (1) AVS data for 2-phase (1)

AVSCLK AVS CLOCK (1) AVS CLOCK for 2-phase (1)

(1) If AVS mode is disabled in both channels, AVSDATA and AVSCLK pins can be either floating or connecting to GND. If AVS mode is
enabled and AVS interface is used in either channel, AVSDATA and AVSCLK must to connected to AVS host. If AVS mode is enabled
and AVS_STARTUP mode is used in either channel, AVSDATA and AVSCLD must be connected to GND or a bias voltage. Refer to the
MFR_SPECIFIC_25 (AVS_CONFIG) (E9h) section for more information.
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Table 5. Pin Configurations for 3-Phase and 4-Phase Operation (1)

DEVICE PIN NAME 3-PHASE 4-PHASE
Connecting a resistor from this pin to AGND, use the Connecting a resistor from this pin to AGND, use theRT same RT resistor value for IC1 and IC2 same RT resistor value for IC1 and IC2

SYNC Connect to SYNC bus Connect to SYNC bus
PHSET Connect to PHSET bus Connect to PHSET bus
FB1 Inverting input to the error amplifier 1 of IC1 Inverting input to the error amplifier 1 of IC1
FB2 Connect to BP5 of IC1 Connect to BP5 of IC1

Output of the error amplifier 1of IC1, connect to COMP Output of the error amplifier 1 OF IC1, Connect toCOMP1 bus COMP bus
COMP2 Connect to COMP bus Connect to COMP bus
ISH1 Connect to ISH bus Connect to ISH bus
ISH2 Connect to ISH bus Connect to ISH bus
FLT1 Connect to FLT bus Connect to FLT bus
FLT2 Connect to FLT bus Connect to FLT bus

IC1 Power good indicator for 3-phase output voltage, Power good indicator for 4-phase output voltage,PG1(Master) connect to BP5 via a pull-up resistor connect to BP5 via a pull-up resistor
PG2 Floating or connect to GND Floating or connect to GND

Positive pin of Voltage Sense Signal for 4-phaseVSENS1 Positive pin of Voltage Sense Signal for 3-phase output output
Negative pin of Voltage Sense Signal for 3-phase Negative pin of Voltage Sense Signal for 4-phaseGSENS1 output output
Connect to GND is recommended. Connect to the Connect to GND is recommended. Connect to theVSENS2 output voltage is also allowed. output voltage is also allowed.

GSENS2 Connect to GND Connect to GND
CNTL1 Logic level input which starts or stops 3-phase Logic level input which starts or stops 4-phase
CNTL2 Floating Floating
DIFFO1 Remote Sense Amplifier Output for 3-phase Remote Sense Amplifier Output for 4-phase
AVSDATA AVS data for 3-phase (2) AVS data for 4-phase (2)

AVSCLK AVS CLOCK for 3-phase (2) AVS CLOCK for 4-phase (2)

(1) If one channel is not used, that channel related pins need to be connected as below table shows to avoid any damage due to noise
coupling.

(2) If AVS mode is disabled in both channels, AVSDATA and AVSCLK pins can be either floating or connecting to GND. If AVS mode is
enabled and AVS interface is used in either channel, AVSDATA and AVSCLK must to connected to AVS host. If AVS mode is enabled
and AVS_STARTUP mode is used in either channel, AVSDATA and AVSCLD must be connected to GND or a bias voltage. Refer to the
MFR_SPECIFIC_25 (AVS_CONFIG) (E9h) section for more information.
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Table 5. Pin Configurations for 3-Phase and 4-Phase Operation(1) (continued)
DEVICE PIN NAME 3-PHASE 4-PHASE

Connecting a resistor from this pin to AGND, use the Connecting a resistor from this pin to AGND, use theRT same RT resistor value for IC1 and IC2 same RT resistor value for IC1 and IC2
SYNC Connect to SYNC bus Connect to SYNC bus
PHSET Connect to PHSET bus Connect to PHSET bus
FB1 Connect to BP5 of IC2 Connect to BP5 of IC2
FB2 Inverting input to the error amplifier 2 of IC2 Connect to BP5 of IC2
COMP1 Connect to COMP bus Connect to COMP bus
COMP2 Output of the error amplifier 2 of IC2 Connect to COMP bus
ISH1 Connect to ISH bus Connect to ISH bus
ISH2 Floating Connect to ISH bus
FLT1 Connect to FLT bus Connect to FLT bus
FLT2 Fault indicator for CH2 of IC2 Connect to FLT bus

IC2 PG1 Floating or connect to GND Floating or connect to GND
(Slave)

Power good indicator for CH2 output voltage of IC2,PG2 Floating or connect to GNDconnect to BP5 via a pull-up resistor
Connect to GND is recommended. Connection to the Connect to GND is recommended. Connection to theVSENS1 output voltage is also allowed. output voltage is also allowed.

GSENS1 Connect to GND Connect to GND
Connect to GND is recommended. Connect to theVSENS2 Positive pin of Voltage Sense Signal for CH2 of IC2 output voltage is also allowed.

GSENS2 Negative pin of Voltage Sense Signal for CH2 of IC2 Connect to GND
CNTL1 Connect to CNTL1 of IC1 Connect to CNTL1 of IC1
CNTL2 Logic level input which starts or stops CH2 of IC2 Floating
DIFFO1 Floating Floating
AVSDATA Can be used for CH2 of IC2. (2) See (2)

AVSCLK Can be used for CH2 of IC2. (2) See (2)
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Table 6. Configurations of Unused Pins
PIN NAME NON SMART-POWER MODE SMART-POWER MODE
SYNC Floating Floating
PHSET Floating Floating

Connect to GND or logic high voltage whichever turns PWM Connect to GND or logic high voltage whichever turnsCNTLx off. PWM off.
SMBALERT Pull up to BP3 via 100 kΩ resistor Pull up to BP3 via 100 kΩ resistor
PMBDATA Pull up to BP3 via 100 kΩ resistor Pull up to BP3 via 100 kΩ resistor
PMBCLK Pull up to BP3 via 100 kΩ resistor Pull up to BP3 via 100 kΩ resistor

Floating or connect to GND if AVS mode is disabled. Floating or connect to GND if AVS mode is disabled.AVSDATA Connect to GND is recommended. Connect to GND is recommended.
Floating or connect to GND if AVS mode is disabled. Floating or connect to GND if AVS mode is disabled.AVSCLK Connect to GND is recommended. Connect to GND is recommended.
Connect to GND is recommended. Connect to the output Connect to GND is recommended. Connect to the outputVSENSx voltage is also allowed. voltage is also allowed.

GSENSx Connect to GND Connect to GND
COMPx Floating Floating
FBx Connect to GND Connect to GND
FLTx Floating Floating
CSxP Connect to GND Connect to CSxN only
CSxN Connect to GND Connect to CSxP only
TSNSx Floating Connect to GND
ISHx Floating Floating
PGx Connect to GND Connect to GND
PWMx Floating Floating
DIFFO1 Floating Floating

7.6 Register Maps

7.6.1 PMBus General Description
Timing and electrical characteristics of the PMBus can be found in the PMB Power Management Protocol
Specification, Part 1, revision 1.1 available at http://PMBus.org. The TPS40428 device supports both the 100-kHz
and 400-kHz bus timing requirements. The TPS40428 device does not stretch pulses on the PMBus when
communicating with the master device.

Communication over the TPS40428 device PMBus interface can support the packet error checking (PEC)
scheme if desired. If the master supplies CLK pulses for the PEC byte, PEC is used. If the CLK pulses are not
present before a STOP, the PEC is not used.

The TPS40428 device supports a subset of the commands in the PMBus 1.1 specification. Most of the controller
parameters can be programmed using the PMBus and stored as defaults for later use. All commands that require
data input or output use the literal format. The exponent of the data words is fixed at a reasonable value for the
command and altering the exponent is not supported. Direct format data input or output is not supported by the
TPS40428 device. See the Supported PMBus Commands section for specific details.

The TPS40428 device also supports the SMBALERT response protocol. The SMBALERT response protocol is a
mechanism by which a slave (the TPS40428 device) can alert the bus master that it wants to talk. The master
processes this event and simultaneously accesses all slaves on the bus (that support the protocol) through the
alert response address. Only the slave that caused the alert acknowledges this request. The host performs a
modified receive byte operation to get the slave’s address. At this point, the master can use the PMBus status
commands to query the slave that caused the alert. For more information on the SMBus alert response protocol,
see the System Management Bus (SMBus) specification.
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Register Maps (continued)
The TPS40428 device contains non-volatile memory that is used to store configuration settings and scale factors.
The settings programmed into the device are not automatically saved into this non-volatile memory though. The
STORE_USER_ALL command must be used to commit the current settings to non-volatile memory as device
defaults. The settings that are capable of being stored in non-volatile memory are noted in their detailed
descriptions.

7.6.2 PMBus Functionality

7.6.2.1 PMBus Address
The PMBus specification requires that each device connected to the PMBus have a unique address on the bus.
The TPS40428 device has 64 possible addresses (0 through 63 in decimal) that can be assigned by connecting
resistors from the ADDR0 and ADDR1 pins to AGND. The address is set in the form of two octal (0-7) digits, one
digit for each pin. ADDR1 is the high-order digit an ADDR0 is the low-order digit.

During PMBus communication, the PMBus address of the TPS40428 device is the concatenation of
'0b'+ADDR1+ADDR0. The R/W bit of PMBus protocol is added at the end of address to make it net 8-bit wide.

The E96 series resistors suggested for each digit value are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. E96 Series Resistors
DIGIT RESISTANCE (kΩ)

0 8.45
1 16.2
2 25.5
3 37.4
4 54.9
5 84.5
6 133
7 200

The TPS40428 also detects values that are out of range on the ADDR0 and ADDR1 pins. If either pin is detected
as having an out of range resistance connected to it, the device continues to respond to PMBus commands, but
at address 127, which is outside of the possible programmed addresses. It is possible but not recommended to
use the device in this condition, especially if other TPS40428 devices are present on the bus or if another device
could possibly occupy the 127 address.

NOTE
Some addresses are reserved by SMBus specification and must not be used by or
assigned to SMBus slave device. Refer to SMBus specification for more information.

7.6.2.2 PMBus Connections
The TPS40428 device supports both the 100-kHz and 400-kHz bus speeds. Connection for the PMBus interface
should follow the High Power DC specifications given in section 3.1.3 on the System Management Bus (SMBus)
Specification V2.0 for the 400-kHz bus speed or the Low Power DC specifications in section 3.1.2. The complete
SMBus specification is available from the SMBus website, smbus.org.

7.6.2.3 PMBus Data Format
There are three data formats supported in PMBus form commands that require representation of a literal number
as their argument (commands that set thresholds, voltages or report such). A compatible device needs to only
support one of these formats. The TPS40428 device supports the linear data format only for these commands. In
this format, the data argument consists of two parts, a mantissa and an exponent. The number represented by
this argument can be expressed as shown in Equation 5.

(5)
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7.6.2.4 PMBus Output Voltage Adjustment
The nominal output voltage of the converter can be adjusted using the VREF_TRIM commandSee the
MFR_SPECIFIC_04 (VREF_TRIM) (D4h) command description for the format of this command as used in the
TPS40428 device. The adjustment range is between –20% and 10% from the nominal output voltage. The
VREF_TRIM command is typically used to trim the final output voltage of the converter without relying on high-
precision resistors being used in Figure 11. The resolution of the adjustment is 2 mV for each step. The nominal
output for margining and VREF_TRIM remains limited to between –30% and 10%. Exceeding this range is not
supported.

The TPS40428 device operates in three states that determine the actual output voltage:
• No output margin
• Margin high
• Margin low

7.6.2.4.1 No Margin Voltage

(6)

7.6.2.4.2 Margin High Voltage State

(7)

7.6.2.4.3 Margin Low State

where
• VFB is the FB pin voltage
• VREF_TRIM is the offset voltage in volts to be applied to the output voltage
• VREF_MARGIN_HIGH is the requested margin high voltage
• VREF_MARGIN_LOW is the requested margin low voltage (8)

7.6.2.5 Reading the Output Current
The average output current for the converter is readable using the READ_IOUT command. The results of this
command support only positive or current sourced from the converter. If the converter is sinking current the result
of this command is a reading of 0 A.

7.6.2.6 Soft-Start Time
The TPS40428 device supports several soft-start times from 600 μs to 9 ms selected by the TON_RISE PMBus
command. See the command description for full details on the levels and implementation. When selecting the
soft-start time, ensure that the charging current for the output capacitors is carefully considered. In some
applications (for example, those with large amounts of output capacitance) this current can lead to problems with
nuisance tripping of the overcurrent protection circuitry. To ensure that these problems do not happen, the output
capacitor charging current should be included when considering where to set the overcurrent threshold. The
output capacitor charging current can be found using Equation 9:

where
• ICAP is the startup charging current of the output capacitance in A
• VOUT is the output voltage of the converter in V
• COUT is the total output capacitance in F
• tSS is the selected soft-start time in seconds (9)

With the charging current calculated, the overcurrent threshold can then be calibrated to the sum of the
maximum load current and the output capacitor charging current plus some margin. The amount of margin
required depends on the individual application, but 25% is a suggested starting point. More or less may be
required.
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NOTE
For 3-phase and 4-phase configurations, the soft-start time of both controllers must be
programmed to the same value.

7.6.2.7 Turn-On/Turn-Off Delay and Sequencing
The TPS40428 device provides many sequencing options. Using the ON_OFF_CONFIG command, each rail can
be configured to start-up whenever the input is not in undervoltage lockout or to additionally require a signal on
the CNTLx pin and/or receive an update to the OPERATION command over PMBus.

When the gating signal as specified by ON_OFF_CONFIG is reached for that rail, a programmable turn-on delay
can be set with TON_DELAY. The rise time can be programmed with TON_RISE. When the specified signal(s)
are set to turn the output off, a programmable turn-off delay set by TOFF_DELAY is used before switching is
inhibited. More information can be found in the PMBus command descriptions.

When the output voltage is within the PGOOD limits after the start-up period, the PGOOD pin is asserted. This
can be connected to the CNTL pin of another rail in dual-output mode or on another device to control turn-on and
turn-off sequencing.

7.6.2.8 Supported PMBus Commands
The TPS40428 device supports the following commands from the PMBus 1.1 specification.
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Table 8. PMBus Factory Default Setting
USER FACTORY DEFAULTCODE COMMAND NAME WORD/BYTE DESCRIPTION: PMBus Command WRITABLE VALUE

Locates separate PMBus command lists in multiple output00h PAGE Byte Yes 0XXX XXX0environments
Turn the unit on and off in conjunction with the input from the

01h OPERATION Byte CONTROL pin. Set the output voltage to the upper or lower Yes 0X00 00XX
MARGIN VOLTAGES.
Configures the combination of CONTROL pin input and serial

02h ON_OFF_CONFIG Byte bus commands needed to turn the unit on and off. This Yes XXX1 0110
includes how the unit responds when power is applied.
Clears all fault status registers to 0x00. The "Unit is Off" bit in03h CLEAR_FAULTS Byte Yes (1) NONEthe status byte is not cleared when this command is issued.

10h WRITE_PROTECT Byte Prevents unwanted writes to the device. Yes 000X XXXX
Saves the current configuration into the User Store. Note:15h STORE_USER_ALL Byte Yes (1) NONEThis command writes to Non-Volatile Memory.
Restores all parameters to the settings saved in the User16h RESTORE_USER_ALL Byte Yes (1) NONEStore.

19h CAPABILITY Byte PEC,SPD,ALRT No 1011 0000
Read-Only Mode Indicator. The data format is linear with an20h VOUT_MODE Byte No 0001 0111exponent of -9
Sets the value of the input voltage at which the unit should35h VIN_ON Word Yes 1111 0000 0001 0001start power conversion
Sets the value of the input voltage at which the unit should36h VIN_OFF Word Yes 1111 0000 0001 0000stop power conversion.
Sets the ratio of the voltage at the current sense pins to the38h IOUT_CAL_GAIN Word Yes 1000 0000 0010 0001sensed current.

39h IOUT_CAL_OFFSET Word Nulls any offsets in the output current sensing circuit. Yes 1110 0000 0000 0000
Sets the value of the output current, in amperes, that causes

46h IOUT_OC_FAULT_LIMIT Word the overcurrent detector to indicate an overcurrent fault Yes 1111 1000 0101 0000
condition.
Instructs the device on what action to take in response to an47h IOUT_OC_FAULT_RESPONSE Byte Yes 0011 1111output overcurrent fault.
Sets the value of the output current that casues an output4Ah IOUT_OC_WARN_LIMIT Word Yes 1111 1000 0100 1010overcurrent warning.

4Fh OT_FAULT_LIMIT Word Overtemperature fault threshold Yes 0000 0000 1001 0001
5Ih OT_WARN_LIMIT Word Overtemperature warning threshold Yes 0000 0000 0111 1101
61h TON_RISE Word Target soft-start rise time Yes 1110 0000 0010 1011
78h STATUS_BYTE Byte Single byte status indicator No 0x00 0000

(1) No data bytes are sent, only the command code is sent.
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Table 8. PMBus Factory Default Setting (continued)
USER FACTORY DEFAULTCODE COMMAND NAME WORD/BYTE DESCRIPTION: PMBus Command WRITABLE VALUE

79h STATUS_WORD Word Full 2-byte status indicator No 0000 0000 0x00 0000
7Ah STATUS_VOUT Byte Output voltage fault status detail No 0000 0000
7Bh STATUS_IOUT Byte Output current fault status detail No 0000 0000
7Dh STATUS_TEMPERATURE Byte Temperature fault status detail No 0000 0000
7Eh STATUS_CML Byte Communication, memory, and logic fault status detail No 0000 0000
80h STATUS_MFR_SPECIFIC Byte Manufacturer specific fault status detail No 0000 0000
8Bh READ_VOUT Word Read output voltage No 0000 0000 0000 0000
8Ch READ_IOUT Word Read output current No 1110 0000 0000 0000
8Eh READ_TEMPERATURE_2 Word Read off-chip temp sensor No 1111 0000 0110 0100
98h PMBUS_REVISION Byte PMBus Revision Information No 0001 0001
D0h MFR_SPECIFIC_00 Word User scratch pad Yes 0000 0000 0000 0000
D4h MFR_SPECIFIC_04 Word VREF_TRIM Yes 0000 0000 0000 0000
D5h MFR_SPECIFIC_05 Word STEP_VREF_MARGIN_HIGH Yes 0000 0000 0001 1110
D6h MFR_SPECIFIC_06 Word STEP_VREF_MARGIN_LOW Yes 1111 1111 1110 0010
D7h MFR_SPECIFIC_07 Byte PCT_VOUT_FAULT_PG_LIMIT Yes XXXX XX01
D8h MFR_SPECIFIC_08 Byte SWQUENCE_TON_TOFF_DELAY Yes 000X 000X
E0h MFR_SPECIFIC_16 Word COMM_EEPROM_SPARE Yes 1011 0001 xxxx x011
E5h MFR_SPECIFIC_21 Word IC options Yes 0111 1111 0000 0000
E6h MFR_SPECIFIC_22 Word PWM_OSC_SELECT Yes 0000 0000 0000 0000
E7h MFR_SPECIFIC_23 Word Paged and Common MASK_SMBALERT Yes 0000 0000 0000 0000
E9h MFR_SPECIFIC_25 Word AVS_CONFIG Yes 0000 0000 0000 0010
EAh MFR_SPECIFIC_26 Word AVS_ADDRESS Yes 0000 0000 0000 0101
EBh MFR_SPECIFIC_27 Word AVS_DAC_DEFAULT Yes 0000 0001 1111 0100
ECh MFR_SPECIFIC_28 Word AVS_CLAMP_HI Yes 0000 0010 1110 1110
EDh MFR_SPECIFIC_29 Word AVS_CLAMP_LO Yes 0000 0000 1111 1010
EFh MFR_SPECIFIC_30 Word Temperature offset Yes 1111 1000 0000 0000
F0h MFR_SPECIFIC_32 Word API options Yes 0000 0000 0000 0000
FCh MFR_SPECIFIC_44 Word Device code, unique code to id part number No 0000 0001 1110 0000
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7.6.2.8.1 PAGE (00h)

Format Unsigned binary integer
Description The PAGE command provides the ability to configure, control, and monitor through only one physical address both

channels (outputs) of the TPS40428 device.
Default 0XXX XXX0 (binary)

PAGE
r/w r r r r r r r/w
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

PA X X X X X X P0

Bits Field Name Description
7, 0 PA, P0 00: (Default) All commands address the first channel

01: All commands address the second channel
10: Illegal input - ignore this write, take no action
11: All commands address both channels
If PAGE = 11, any then read commands point to PAGE0 always.

6:1 X X indicates writes are ignored and reads are 0. Any values written to read-only registers are
ignored.

7.6.2.8.2 OPERATION (01h)

Format N/A
Description The OPERATION command is used to turn the device output on or off in conjunction with the input from the CNTLx

pin (where x = 1 for channel 1 and x = 2 for channel 2). It is also used to set the output voltage to the upper or lower
MARGIN levels.
OPERATION is a paged register. In order to access OPERATION register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device,
PAGE must be set to 0. In order to access OPERATION register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must
be set to 1. For simultaneous access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11.
If the channel is configured as a SLAVE, this command can not be accessed for that channel. Any writes to the
SLAVE channel for this command are ignored. An attempt to read and write the SLAVE channel command results in
a NACK’d command and the reporting of an IVC fault and triggering of SMB_ALERT.

Default 0X0000XX (binary)

r/w r r/w r/w r/w r/w r r
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

On 0 Margin X X

Bits Field Name Description
7 On (Format: binary)

The On bit is used to enable to IC via PMBus. The necessary condition for this bit to be effective is
that the cmd bit in the ON_OFF CONFIG register is set high. However, the cmd bit being high is
not a sufficient condition to enable the IC via the On bit, as specified below:
0: (Default) The device output is not enabled via PMBus.
1: The device output is enabled if:
MMMa. The supply voltage VIN is greater than the VIN_UVLO threshold, the cmd bit is high, and
MMMb. The bit cpr in the ON_OFF CONFIG register is low, or
MMMc. The bit cpr is high and the CNTL_EN pin is enabled (high or low).

6 0 X: Default
5:2 Margin (Format: binary)

If Margin Low is enabled, load the value from the STEP_VREF_MARGIN_LOW command. If
Margin High is enabled, load the value from the STEP_VREF_MARGIN_HIGH command. (See
PMBus specification for more information)
0000: (Default) Margin Off
0101: Margin Low (Ignore Fault)
0110: Margin Low (Act On Fault)
1001: Margin High (Ignore Fault)
1010: Margin High (Act On Fault)
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.
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Bits Field Name Description
1:0 X XX: Default

X indicates writes are ignored and reads are 0. Any values written to read-only registers are
ignored.

7.6.2.8.3 ON_OFF_CONFIG (02h)

Format N/A
Description The ON_OFF_CONFIG command configures the combination of CONTROL pin input and serial bus commands

needed to turn the unit on and off.
ON_OFF_CONFIG is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE
must be set to 0. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device , PAGE must be set to 1. For
simultaneous access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11.
If the channel is configured as a SLAVE, this command can not be accessed for that channel. Any writes to the
SLAVE channel for this command are ignored. An attempt to read and write the SLAVE channel command results in
a NACK’d command and the reporting of an IVC fault and triggering of SMB_ALERT.
However, note that page 0 (channel 1) fault status bits (and associated smbalert state) should be capable of being
cleared by toggling CNTL1 pin even if channel 1 is a slave. If channel 2 is a slave, then CNTL2 pin is disabled but
toggling the CNTL1 pin should also clear page 1 (channel 2) fault status bits and related smbalert state. (The is
recommendation is to tie together CNTL1 pins of both TPS40428 devices in a multi-phase configuration).

Default XXX10110 (binary)
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER_ALL command.

r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
X X X pu cmd cpr pol cpa

Bits Field Name Description
7:5 X X indicates writes are ignored and reads are 0.
4 pu (Format: binary)

Sets the default to either operate any time power is present or for the on/off to be controlled by
CONTROL pin and/or PMBus commands. This bit is used in conjunction with the 'cp', 'cmd', and
'on' bits to determine start up.
0: Device powers up any time power is present regardless of state of the CONTROL pin.
1: (Default) Device does not power up until commanded by the CNTL_EN pin and/or OPERATION
command as programmed in bits [3:0] of the ON_OFF_CONFIG register.

3 cmd (Format: binary)
The cmd bit controls how the device responds to commands received via the serial PMBus. This
bit is used in conjunction with the 'cpr', 'pu', and 'on' bits to determine start up.
0: (Default) Device ignores the on bit in the OPERATION command.
1: Device responds to the on bit in the OPERATION command, as explained above.

2 cpr (Format: binary)
Set the CNTL_EN pin response. This bit is used in conjunction with the 'cmd', 'pu', and 'on' bits to
determine start up. The cpr bit being high is a necessary but not sufficient condition to enable the
IC via the CNTL_EN pin:
0: Device ignores the CNTL_EN pin, i.e., on/off is controlled only by the OPERATION command
1: (Default) The device output is enabled if:
MMMa. The supply voltage VIN is greater than the VIN_UVLO threshold, and the CNTL_EN pin is
active (high or low), and
MMMb. The bit cmd in the ON_OFF CONFIG register is low, or
MMMc. The bit cmd is high and the bit on in the OPERATION register is high.

1 pol (Format: binary)
Polarity of the CONTROL pin
1: (Default) CONTROL pin is active high
0: CONTROL pin is active low
To change this value, the user must change this value in the register, save it to the EEPROM and
then reboot the device via power down for the new value to take effect.

0 cpa (Format: binary)
Sets CONTROL pin action when commanding the unit to turn off.
0: (Default) Use the programmed turn-off delay.
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored on write and returns a ‘0’ when read.
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7.6.2.8.4 CLEAR_FAULTS (03h)

Format N/A
Description CLEAR_FAULTS is a paged command. In order to issue this command for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device,

PAGE must be set to 0. In order to issue this command for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device , PAGE must be set
to 1. For simultaneous access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11.
The CLEAR_FAULTS command is used to clear any fault bits that have been set. This command simultaneously
clears all bits in all status registers in the selected PAGE. At the same time, the device negates (clears, releases) its
SMB_ALERT signal output if the device is asserting the SMB_ALERT signal.
The CLEAR_FAULTS command does not cause a unit that has latched off for a fault condition to restart. If the fault
is still present when the bit is cleared, the fault bit shall immediately be set again and the host notified by the usual
means.

Bits Field Name Description
7:0 No data bytes are sent, only the command code is sent.

7.6.2.8.5 WRITE_PROTECT (10h)

Format N/A
Description The WRITE_PROTECT command is used to control writing to the PMBus device. The intent of this command is to

provide protection against accidental changes. This command is not intended to provide protection against
deliberate or malicious changes to a device's configuration or operation. All supported commands may have their
parameters read, regardless of the WRITE_PROTECT settings.
Note: Valid setting of WRITE_PROTECT[7:5] bits disables the RESTORE_USER_ALL command’s ability to restore
EEPROM data to protected PMBus Control/Status Registers (CSRs). However, an EEPROM (via the
RESTORE_USER_ALL execution) restores the data to any registers the remain unprotected (either by a valid
WRITE_PROTECT[7:5] setting, or by any invalid setting of these bits ). No WRITE_PROTECT[7:5] bit setting affects
the Reset-Restore operation. All registers having EEPROM support get updated. Likewise, STORE_USER_ALL
command operation remains unaffected.

Default 000XXXXX (binary)
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER_ALL command.

r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
bit7 bit6 bit5 X X X X X

Bits Field Name Description
7 bit7 (Format: binary)

0: (Default) See table below.
1: Disable all writes except for the WRITE_PROTECT command. (bit5 and bit6 must be 0 to be
valid data)

6 bit6 (Format: binary)
0: (Default) See table below.
1: Disable all writes except for the WRITE_PROTECT, OPERATION, and PAGE commands. (bit5
and bit7 must be 0 to be valid data)

5 bit5 (Format: binary)
0: (Default) See table below.
1: Disable all writes except for the WRITE_PROTECT, OPERATION, PAGE, and
ON_OFF_CONFIG commands. (bit6 and bit7 must be 0 to be valid data)

4:0 X X indicates writes are ignored and reads are 0.
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

Invalid data written to WRITE_PROTECT[7:5] causes the ’cml’ bit in the STATUS_BYTE and the ‘ivd’ bit in the STATUS_CML registers to
be set. INVALID DATA ALSO RESULTS IN NO WRITE PROTECTION (WRITE_PROTECT = 00h)!

Data Byte Value Action
1000 0000 Disables all WRITES except to the WRITE_PROTECT command.
0100 0000 Disables all WRITES except to the WRITE_PROTECT, OPERATION, and PAGE commands.

Disables all WRITES except to the WRITE_PROTECT, OPERATION, PAGE, and ON_OFF_CONFIG0010 0000 commands.
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7.6.2.8.6 STORE_USER_ALL (15h)

Format N/A
Description Store all of the current storable register settings in the EEPROM memory as the new defaults on power up.

It is permitted to use the STORE_USER_ALL command while the device is operating. However, the device may be
unresponsive during the write operation with unpredictable memory storage results. It is recommended to turn the
device output off before issuing this command.
EEPROM programming faults set the ‘cml’ bit in the STATUS_BYTE and the ‘oth’ bit in the STATUS_CML registers.

7.6.2.8.7 RESTORE_USER_ALL (16h)

Format N/A
Description Write EEPROM data to those registers which: (1) have EEPROM support, and; (2) are unprotected according to

current setting of the WRITE_PROTECT[7:5] bits.
It is permitted to use the RESTORE_USER_ALL command while the device is operating. However, the device may
be unresponsive during the copy operation with unpredictable, undesirable or even catastrophic results. It is
recommended to turn the device output off before issuing this command.

Bits Field Name Description
7:0 No data bytes are sent, only the command code is sent.

7.6.2.8.8 CAPABILITY (19h)

Format N/A
Description This command provides a way for a host system to determine some key capabilities of this PMBus device.
Default 10110000 (binary)

r r r r r r r r
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

PEC SPD ALRT Reserved

Bits Field Name Description
7 PEC (Format: binary)

Packet Error Checking is supported.
1: Default
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

6:5 SPD (Format: binary)
Maximum supported bus speed is 400 kHz.
01: Default
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

4 ALRT (Format: binary)
This device does have a SMB_ALERT pin and does support the SMBus Alert Response Protocol.
1: Default
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

3:0 Reserved Reserved bits.
0000: Default

7.6.2.8.9 VOUT_MODE (20h)

Format N/A
Description The PMBus specification dictates that the data word for the VOUT_MODE command is one byte that consists of a

3-bit Mode and 5-bit parameter, as shown below.
If a host sends a VOUT_MODE writer command, the device rejects the VOUT_MODE command, declare a
communication fault for invalid data and respond as described in PMBus specification II section 10.2.2.

Default 00010111 (binary)

r r r r r r r r
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Mode Exponent
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Bits Field Name Description
7:5 Mode (Format: binary)

000: (Default) Linear Format
4:0 Exponent (Format: two's complement binary)

10111: (Default) Exponent value = –9
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

7.6.2.8.10 VIN_ON (35h)

The VIN_ON command sets the value of the input voltage at which the unit should start power conversion
assuming all other conditions are met.

Values written within the supported VIN range are mapped to the nearest supported increment.

The supported VIN_ON values are:

4.25 (default) 4.5 4.75 5 5.25 5.5 5.75
6 6.25 6.5 6.75 7 7.25 7.5

7.75 8 8.25 8.5 8.75 9 9.25
9.5 10 10.5 11 11.5 12 12.5
13 14 15 16

Format Linear
Description Attempts to write values outside of the acceptable range are treated as invalid data – in effect, the ’cml’ bit in the

STATUS_BYTE register and the ‘ivd’ bit in the STATUS_CML register are set, and SMB_ALERT asserted.
Additionally, the value of VIN_ON remains unchanged. Maintaining values within “acceptable range” also indicates
that writes to VIN_ON should not attempt to set its value less than that of VIN_OFF.

Default The default setting results in a real VIN_ON of 4.25 V
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Exponent Mantissa

Bits Field Name Description
7:3 Exponent (Format: two's complement)

This is the exponent for the linear format.
Default: 11110 (bin) –2 (dec) (equivalent LSB = 0.25 V)
These default settings are not programmable.
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

2:0 Mantissa (Format: two's complement)
7:0 This is the Mantissa for the linear format.

Default: 000 0001 0001 (bin) 17 (dec) (equivalent VIN_ON voltage = 4.25 V)
Minimum: 000 0001 0001 (bin) 17 (dec) (equivalent VIN_ON voltage = 4.25 V)
Maximum: 000 0100 0000 (bin) 64 (dec) (equivalent VIN_ON voltage = 16 V)
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.
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7.6.2.8.11 VIN_OFF (36h)

The VIN_OFF command sets the value of the input voltage at which the unit should stop power conversion.

Values written within the supported VIN range are mapped to the nearest supported increment.

The supported VIN_ON values are:

4 (default) 4.25 4.5 4.75 5 5.25 5.5
5.75 6 6.25 6.5 6.75 7 7.25
7.5 7.75 8 8.25 8.5 8.75 9

9.25 9.75 10.25 10.75 11.25 11.75 12.25
12.75 13.75 14.75 15.75

Format Linear
Description Attempts to write values outside of the acceptable range are treated as invalid data – in effect, the ‘cml’ bit in the

STATUS_BYTE register and the ‘ivd’ bit in the STATUS_CML register are set, and SMB_ALERT asserted.
Additionally, the value of VIN_OFF remains unchanged. Maintaining values within “acceptable range” also indicates
that writes to VIN_OFF should not attempt to set its value equal to or higher than that of VIN_ON.

Default The default setting results in a real VIN_OFF of 4 V
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Exponent Mantissa

Bits Field Name Description
7:3 Exponent (Format: two's complement)

This is the exponent for the linear format.
Default: 11110 (bin) –2 (dec)
These default settings are not programmable.
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

2:0 Mantissa (Format: two's complement)
7:0 This is the linear format Mantissa.

Default: 000 0001 0000 (bin) 16 (dec) (equivalent VIN_OFF voltage = 4 V)
Minimum: 000 0001 0000 (bin) 16 (dec) (equivalent VIN_OFF voltage = 4 V)
Maximum: 000 0011 1111 (bin) 63 (dec) (equivalent VIN_OFF voltage = 15.75 V)
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

7.6.2.8.12 IOUT_CAL_GAIN (38h)

Format Linear
Description The IOUT_CAL_GAIN is the ratio of the voltage at the current sense element to the sensed current. The units are

ohms. The effective current sense element is the DCR of the inductor. The default setting is 0.5 mΩ. The resolution
is 15.26 µΩ. The range is 0.244 to 7.747 mΩ.
When the TPS40428 device operates with TI power stage CSD95378B the IOUT_CAL_GAIN needs to be set to 0.5
mΩ for correct current readout.
With regards to multi-phase operation: The user can always write to PAGE 0 (channel 1). PAGE 1 (channel 2) can
be written only if it is a master (in effect, the user can not write PAGE 1 if it is configured as a slave). In this case
where PAGE 1 is a slave, the PAGE 0 value is used for PAGE1/channel 2. Additionally, for 3-phase or 4-phase
mode, the second IC PAGE 0 slave must be programmed by the user to have the same limit value as the master in
IC 1 (in effect, the burden is on the user and can not be enforced by the hardware).
An attempt to write a PAGE 1 SLAVE channel command results in a NACK’d command and the reporting of an IVC
fault and triggering of SMB_ALERT.
IOUT_CAL_GAIN is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device,
PAGE[7],[0] must be set to 00. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device ,
PAGE[7],[0] must be set to 01. For simultaneous access of channels 1 and 2,
PAGE[7],[0] command must be set to 11

Default The default setting results in a real IOUT_CAL_GAIN of 0.5035 mΩ. The default power-up state can be changed
using the STORE_USER commands.
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r r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Exponent Mantissa

Bits Field Name Description
7:3 Exponent (Format: two's complement)

This is the exponent for the linear format.
Default: 10000 (bin) –16 (dec) (15.26 µΩ)
These default settings are not programmable.
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

2:0 Mantissa (Format: two's complement)
7:0 This is the linear format Mantissa.

Default: 000 0010 0001 (bin) 32 (dec) (32 × 15.26 µΩ = 0.5035 mΩ)
Minimum 016 (dec) = 16 × 15.26 µΩ = 0.244 mΩ
Maximum 508 (dec) = 508 × 15.26 µΩ = 7.747 mΩ
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

7.6.2.8.13 IOUT_CAL_OFFSET (39h)

Format Linear
Description The IOUT_CAL_OFFSET is used to compensate for offset errors in the READ_IOUT command, the

IOUT_OC_FAULT_LIMIT command and the IOUT_OC_WARN_LIMIT command. The units are amps. The default
setting is 0 A. The resolution is 62.5 mA. The range is 3.9375 A to -4 A. Values outside the valid range are not
checked and become aliased into the valid range. For example, 1110 0100 0000 0001 has an expected value of
–63.9375 A but results in 1110 0111 1111 0001 which is –3.9375 A. This change occurs because the read-only bits
are fixed. The exponent is always –4 and the 5 msb bits of the mantissa are always equal to the sign bit.
IOUT_CAL_OFFSET is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device,
PAGE[7],[0] must be set to 00. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 controller, PAGE[7],[0]
must be set to 01. For simultaneous access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE[7],[0] command must be set to 11.
With regards to multi-phase operation: The user can always write to PAGE 0 (channel 1). PAGE 1 (channel 2) can
be written only if it is a master (i.e. the user can not write PAGE 1 if it is configured as a slave). In this case where
PAGE 1 is a slave, the PAGE0 value are used for PAGE1/channel 2. Additionally, for 3-phase or 4-phase mode, the
second IC PAGE 0 slave must be programmed by the user to have the same limit value as the master in IC 1 (in
effect, the burden is on the user and can not be enforced by the hardware).
An attempt to write a PAGE 1 SLAVE channel command results in a NACK’d command and the reporting of an IVC
fault and triggering of SMB_ALERT.

Default The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r/wE r* r* r* r* r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Exponent Mantissa

Bits Field Name Description
7:3 Exponent (Format: two's complement)

This is the exponent for the linear format.
Default: 11100 (bin) –4 (dec) (lsb = 62.5 mA)
These default settings are not programmable.
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

2:0 Mantissa (Format: two's complement)
7:0 This is the linear format Mantissa.

Default: 0 (bin) 0 (dec)
Bits 1:0, and 7:6 changes for sign extension but are not otherwise programmable
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.
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7.6.2.8.14 IOUT_OC_FAULT_LIMIT (46h)

Format Literal
Description The IOUT_OC_FAULT_LIMIT command sets the value of the output current, in amperes, that causes the over-

current detector to indicate an over-current fault condition. The IOUT_OC_FAULT_LIMIT should always be set to
equal to or greater than the IOUT_OC_WARN_LIMIT. Writing a value to IOUT_OC_FAULT_LIMIT less than
IOUT_OC_WARN_LIMIT causes the device to set the ’cml’ bit in the STATUS_BYTE register and the ‘ivd’ bit in the
STATUS_CML registers and assert SMB_ALERT.
IOUT_OC_FAULT_LIMIT is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device,
PAGE must be set to 0. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 controller, PAGE must be set
to 1. For simultaneous access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11
With regards to multi-phase operation: The user can always write to PAGE 0 (channel 1). PAGE 1 (channel 2) can
be written only if it is a master (in effect, the user can not write PAGE 1 if it is configured as a slave). In this case
where PAGE 1 is a slave, the PAGE0 value is used for PAGE1/channel 2. Additionally, for 3-phase or 4-phase
mode, the second IC PAGE 0 slave must be programmed by the user to have the same limit value as the master in
IC 1 (in effect, the burden is on the user and can not be enforced by the hardware).
An attempt to write a PAGE 1 SLAVE channel command results in a NACK’d command and the reporting of an IVC
fault and triggering of SMB_ALERT.

Default 1111 1000 0101 0000 (binary)
The default setting results in a real IOUT_OC_FAULT_LIMIT of 40 A.
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Exponent Mantissa

Bits Field Name Description
7:3 Exponent (Format: two's complement)

This is the exponent for the linear format.
Default: 11111 (bin) -1 (dec) (0.5 A)
These default settings are not programmable.
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

2:0 Mantissa (Format: two's complement)
7:0 Default: 000 0101 0000 (bin) 80 (dec) (equivalent analog OC = 40 A)

Minimum: 000 0000 0110 (bin) 6 (dec) (equivalent analog OC = 3 A)
Maximum: 000 0110 0100 (bin) 100 (dec) (equivalent analog OC = 50 A)
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

7.6.2.8.15 IOUT_OC_FAULT_RESPONSE (47h)

Format Unsigned binary
Description The IOUT_OC_FAULT_RESPONSE command instructs the device on what action to take in response to an

IOUT_OC_FAULT_LIMIT or a VOUT under-voltage (UV) fault. When an OC fault is triggered, the device also:
• Sets the OCF bit in the STATUS_BYTE register
• Sets the OCFW and OCF bits in the STATUS_WORD register
• Sets the OCF and OCW bits in the STATUS_IOUT register
• Asserts SMB_ALERT, and notifies the host as described in section 10.2.2 of the PMBus Specification.
Bits [2:0] are hard-wired to 0x7 (3’b111) to indicate the 7 × Soft-start time delay units in response to an over current
or Vout undervoltage fault.
IOUT_OC_FAULT_RESPONSE is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428
device, PAGE must be set to 0. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device , PAGE must
be set to 1. For simultaneous access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11.
With regards to multi-phase operation: The user can always write to PAGE 0 (channel 1). PAGE 1 (channel 2) can
be written only if it is a master (in effect, the user can not write PAGE 1 if it is configured as a slave). In this case
where PAGE 1 is a slave, the PAGE0 value is used for PAGE1/channel 2. Additionally, for 3-phase or 4-phase
mode, the second IC PAGE 0 slave must be programmed by the user to have the same limit value as the master in
IC 1 (in effect, the burden is on the user and can not be enforced by the hardware).
An attempt to write a PAGE 1 (channel 2) SLAVE channel command results in a NACK’d command and the
reporting of an IVC fault and triggering of SMB_ALERT.

Default 00111111 (binary)
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.
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r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r r r
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
0 0 RS[2] RS[1] RS[0] 1 1 1

Bits Field Name Description
7:6 0 Default: XX (X indicates writes are ignored and reads are 0)

Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.
5:3 RS[2:0] (Format: binary)

Output over current retry setting
000: A zero value for the Retry Setting indicates that the unit does not attempt to restart. The
output remains disabled until the fault is cleared (See section 10.7 of the PMBus spec.)
111: (Default) A one value for the Retry Setting indicates that the unit goes through a normal
startup (Wait → SoftStart) continuously, without limitation, until it is commanded off or bias power
is removed or another fault condition causes the unit to shutdown.
Any value other than 000 or 111 is not accepted, such and attempt causes the ’cml’ bit in the
STATUS_BYTE register and the ‘ivd’ bit in the STATUS_CML register to be set, and SMB_ALERT
to be asserted.

2:0 1 Default: xxx (x indicates writes are ignored and reads are 1)
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.
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7.6.2.8.16 IOUT_OC_WARN_LIMIT (4Ah)

Format Literal (5-bit two's complement exponent, 11-bit two's complement mantissa)
Description The IOUT_OC_WARN_LIMIT command sets the value of the output current, in amperes, that causes the over-

current detector to indicate an over-current warning condition by setting the OCW in bit-5 of the STATUS_IOUT
register.
• Sets the OTHER bit in the STATUS_BYTE register
• Sets the OCFW bit in the STATUS_WORD register
• Set the OCW bit in the STATUS_IOUT register
• Notifies the host (Asserts SMB_ALERT)
IOUT_OC_WARN_LIMIT is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device,
PAGE must be set to 0. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 controller, PAGE must be set
to 1. For simultaneous access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11.
With regards to multi-phase operation: PAGE 0 can always be written to. PAGE 1 can be written only if it is a
master (in effect, you can not write PAGE 1 if it is configured as a slave). In this case where PAGE 1 is a slave, the
PAGE0 value is used for PAGE1/channel 2. Additionally, for 3-phase or 4-phase mode, the second IC PAGE 0
slave must be programmed by the user to have the same limit value as the master in IC 1 (in effect, the burden is
on the user and can not be enforced by the hardware).
An attempt to write a PAGE 1 SLAVE channel command results in a NACK’d command and the reporting of an IVC
fault and triggering of SMB_ALERT.
The IOUT_OC_WARN_LIMIT should always be set to less than or equal to the IOUT_OC_FAULT_LIMIT. Writing a
value to IOUT_OC_WARN_LIMIT greater than IOUT_OC_FAULT_LIMIT causes the device to set the ’cml’ bit in the
STATUS_BYTE register and the ‘ivd’ bit in the STATUS_CML registers and assert SMB_ALERT.

Default 1111 1000 0100 1010 (binary)
The default setting results in a real IOUT_OC_WARN_LIMIT of 37 A.
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Exponent Mantissa

Bits Field Name Description
7:3 Exponent (Format: two's complement)

This is the exponent for the linear format.
Default: 11111 (bin) –1 (dec) (0.5 A)
These default settings are not programmable.
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

2:0 Mantissa (Format: two's complement)
7:0 This is the Mantissa for the linear format.

Output over current retry setting
Default: 000 0100 1010 (bin) 74 (dec) (analog OC Warning = 37 A)
Minimum: 000 0000 0100 (bin) 4 (dec) (equivalent analog OC = 2 A)
Maximum: 000 0110 0010 (bin) 98 (dec) (equivalent analog OC = 49 A)
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.
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7.6.2.8.17 OT_FAULT_LIMIT (4Fh)

Format Literal (5-bit two's complement exponent, 11-bit two's complement mantissa)
Description The OT_FAULT_LIMIT command sets the value of the temperature limit, in degrees Celsius, that causes an over-

temperature fault condition when the sensed temperature from the external sensor exceeds this limit. Upon
triggering the over-temperature fault, the following actions are taken:
• Set the OTFW bit in the STATUS_BYTE register and STATUS_WORD register
• Set the OTF and OTW bits in the STATUS_TEMPERATURE register
• Notify the host (Asserts SMB_ALERT)
• Generate internal signal/s CHx_TSD that eventually shut down the gate drivers.
OT_FAULT_LIMIT is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE
must be set to 0. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device , PAGE must be set to 1. For
simultaneous access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11.
With regards to multi-phase operation: PAGE 0 can always be written to. PAGE 1 can be written only if it is a
master (in effect, you can not write PAGE 1 if it is configured as a slave). In this case where PAGE 1 is a slave, the
PAGE0 value is used for PAGE1/channel 2. Additionally, for 3-phase or 4-phase mode, the second IC PAGE 0
slave must be programmed by the user to have the same limit value as the master in IC 1 (in effect, the burden is
on the user and can not be enforced by the hardware).
An attempt to write a PAGE 1 SLAVE channel command results in a NACK’d command and the reporting of an IVC
fault and triggering of SMB_ALERT.
The OT_FAULT_LIMIT must always be greater than the OT_WARN_LIMIT. Writing a value to OT_FAULT_LIMIT
less than or equal to OT_WARN_LIMIT causes the device to set the ’cml’ bit in the STATUS_BYTE register and the
‘ivd’ bit in the STATUS_CML registers and assert SMB_ALERT.

Default 0000 0000 1001 0001 (binary)
The default setting results in a real OT_FAULT_LIMIT of 145°C.
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Exponent Mantissa

Bits Field Name Description
7:3 Exponent (Format: two's complement)

This is the exponent for the linear format.
Default: 00000 (bin) 0 (dec) (represents mantissa with steps of 1°C)
These default settings are not programmable.
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

2:0 Mantissa (Format: two's complement)
7:0 This is the Mantissa for the linear format.

Default: 000 1001 0001 (bin) 145 (dec) (145°C)
Minimum: 000 0111 1000 (bin) 120 (dec) (120°C)
Maximum: 000 1010 0101 (bin) 165 (dec) (165°C)
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

Table 9. OT_FAULT THRESHOLD Settings
OT_FAULT RESETTEMPERATURE OT_FAULT_THRESHOLD TEMPERATURE THRESHOLD(°C) (1) (°C BIN) (°C) (°C BIN)

120 01111000 100 01100100
125 01111101 105 01101001
130 10000010 110 01101110
135 10000111 115 01110011
140 10001100 120 01111000
145 10010001 125 01111101
150 10010110 130 10000010
155 10011011 135 10000111
160 10100000 140 10001100
165 10100101 145 10010001

(1) Lists only multiples of 5°C; but, the actual LSB is 1°C.
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7.6.2.8.18 OT_WARN_LIMIT (51h)

Format Literal (5-bit two's complement exponent, 11-bit two's complement mantissa)
Description The OT_WARN_LIMIT command sets the value of the temperature, in degrees Celcius, which causes an over-

temperature warning condition.
• Sets the OTFW bit in the STATUS_BYTE register and STATUS_WORD register
• Sets the OTW bit in the STATUS_TEMPERATURE register
• Notifies the host (Asserts SMB_ALERT)
OT_WARN_LIMIT is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE
must be set to 0. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must be set to 1. For
simultaneous access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11.
With regards to multi-phase operation: PAGE 0 can always be written to. PAGE 1 can be written only if it is a
master (in effect, you can not write PAGE 1 if it is configured as a slave). In this case where PAGE 1 is a slave, the
PAGE0 value is used for PAGE1/channel 2. Additionally, for 3-phase or 4-phase mode, the second IC PAGE 0
slave must be programmed by the user to have the same limit value as the master in IC 1 (in effect, the burden is
on the user and can not be enforced by the hardware).
An attempt to write a PAGE 1 SLAVE channel command results in a NACK’d command and the reporting of an IVC
fault and triggering of SMB_ALERT.
The OT_WARN_LIMIT should always be set to less than the OT_FAULT_LIMIT. Writing a value to
OT_WARN_LIMIT greater than OT_FAULT_LIMIT causes the device to set the ’cml’ bit in the STATUS_BYTE
register and the ‘ivd’ bit in the STATUS_CML registers and assert SMB_ALERT.

Default 0000 0000 0111 1101 (binary)
The default setting results in a real OT_WARN_LIMIT of 125°C.
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Exponent Mantissa

Bits Field Name Description
7:3 Exponent (Format: two's complement)

This is the exponent for the linear format.
Default: 00000 (bin) 0 (dec) (1°C)
These default settings are not programmable.
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

2:0 Mantissa (Format: two's complement)
7:0 This is the Mantissa for the linear format.

Default: 000 0111 1101 (bin) 125 (dec) (125°C)
Minimum: 000 0110 0100 (bin) 100 (dec) (100°C)
Maximum: 000 1000 1100 (bin) 140 (dec) (140°C)
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

Table 10. OT_WARN_LIMIT Settings
OT_WARN_LIMIT OT_WARN RESETTEMPERATURE TEMPERATURETHRESHOLD THRESHOLD(°C) (1) (°C)(°C BIN) (°C BIN)

100 01100100 80 1010000
105 01101001 85 1010101
110 01101110 90 1011010
115 01110011 95 1011111
120 01111000 100 1100100
125 01111101 105 1101001
130 10000010 110 1101110
135 10000111 115 1110011
140 10001100 120 1111000

(1) Lists only multiples of 5°C; but, the actual LSB is 1°C.
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7.6.2.8.19 TON_RISE (61h)

Format Linear
Description The TON_RISE command sets the time in ms, from when the reference VREF starts to rise until it reaches the end

value. It also determines the rate of transition of the reference VREF (either due to VREF_TRIM or
STEP_VREF_MARGIN_HIGH/ STEP_VREF_MARGIN_LOW commands), when this transition is executed during
the soft-start state. Values written within the supported range of TON_RISE are mapped to the nearest supported
increment.
TON_RISE is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must
be set to 0. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must be set to 1. For
simultaneous access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11.
With regards to multi-phase operation: The user can always write to PAGE 0 (channel 1). PAGE 1 (channel 2) can
be written only if it is a master (in effect, the user can not write PAGE 1 if it is configured as a slave). In this case
where PAGE 1 is a slave, the PAGE0 value is used for PAGE1/channel 2. Additionally, for 3-phase or 4-phase
mode, the second IC PAGE 0 slave must be programmed by the user to have the same limit value as the master in
IC 1 (in effect, the burden is on the user and can not be enforced by the hardware).
An attempt to write a PAGE 1 (channel 2) SLAVE channel command results in a NACK’d command and the
reporting of an IVC fault and triggering of SMB_ALERT.

Default The default setting results in TON_RISE of 2.7ms
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
Exponent Mantissa

Bits Field Name Description
7:3 Exponent (Format: two's complement)

This is the exponent for the linear format.
Default: 11100 (bin) -4 (dec) (62.5 µs)
These default settings are not programmable.
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

2:0 Mantissa (Format: two's complement)
7:0 This is the Mantissa for the linear format.

Default: 000 0010 1011 (bin) 43 (dec) (equivalent to 2.688 ms)
Minimum: Any value equal or less than 12 dec is equivalent to the min 600 µs
Maximum: Any value greater than 120 dec is equivalent to 9 ms
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

Allowable values for TON_RISE are shown in Table 11.

Table 11. Allowable
TON_RISE Values

TON_RISE TIME MANTISSA
(ms) (BINARY)
0.6 000 0000 1010
0.9 000 0000 1110
1.2 000 0001 0011
1.8 000 0001 1101
2.7 000 0010 1011
4.2 000 0100 0011
6 000 0110 0000
9 000 1001 0000
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7.6.2.8.20 STATUS_BYTE (78h)

Format Unsigned binary
Description The STATUS_BYTE command returns one byte of information with a summary of the most critical faults.

STATUS_BYTE is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE
must be set to 0. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must be set to 1. For
simultaneous access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11.
If configured as a master, each channel indicates faults on its own channel. However, if configured as a slave, the
output voltage faults – OVF, UVF, PGOOD are only be set for that slave’s master (which may be in the other IC for
3-ph and 4-ph systems) while these faults for the slave are set to 0. Flags related to IOUT and TEMPERATURE
(OCF, OCW, OTF, OTW) are set on PAGE 0 for channel 1 and PAGE 1 for channel 2, in all modes.
The STATUS_BYTE register also reports communication faults in the Other Faults bit.

Default 0x000000 (binary)

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
0 OFF OVF OCF VIN_UV OTFW cml oth

Bits Field Name Description
7 0 Default: 0
6 OFF (Format: binary)

Output is OFF
This bit is asserted if the unit is not providing power to the output, regardless of the reason,
including simply not being enabled.
0: Unit is on
1: Unit is off

5 OVF (= VOUT_OV in PMBus Specification)
(Format: binary)
Output Over-Voltage Fault
Triggers SMB_ALERT. For a slave configuration, this bit is set to 0.
0: (Default) An output over-voltage fault has not occurred.
1: An output over-voltage fault has occurred.

4 OCF (=IOUT_OC in PMBus Specification)
(Format: binary)
Output Over-Current Fault
0: (Default) An output over-current fault has not occurred.
1: An output over-current fault has occurred.

3 VIN_UV (Format: binary)
Input voltage (VIN) under-voltage fault.
This bit is defined only on PAGE0. For PAGE1, this bit is 0.
This bit is masked before soft-start is finished.
0: (Default) An input under-voltage fault has not occurred.
1: An input under-voltage fault has occurred.

2 OTFW (= TEMPERATURE in PMBus Specification)
(Format: binary)
Over-Temperature Fault/warning
OTF or OTW input has been asserted by the external sensor for that channel.
0: (Default) An over-temperature fault or warning has not occurred.
1: An over-temperature fault or warning has occurred.

1 cml (= CML in PMBus Specification)
(Format: binary)
Communications, memory or logic fault has occurred.
This bit is used to flag communications, memory or logic faults.
0: (Default) A communications, memory or logic fault has not occurred
1: A communications, memory or logic fault has occurred

0 oth (= NONE OF THE ABOVE in the PMBus Specification)
(Format: binary)
Other Fault
This bit is used to flag faults not covered with the other bit faults. In this case, UVF or OCW faults
are examples of other faults not covered by the bits [7:1] in this register.
0: (Default) A fault or warning not listed in bits [7:1] has not occurred.
1: A fault or warning not listed in bits [7:1] has occurred.
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7.6.2.8.21 STATUS_WORD (79h)

Format Unsigned binary
Description The STATUS_WORD command returns two bytes of information with a summary of the device's fault/warning

conditions.
STATUS_WORD is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE
must be set to 0. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must be set to 1. If
PAGE command is set to 11, then PAGE 0 of the status register is read.
The STATUS_WORD also reports a power good fault.
If configured as a master, each channel indicates faults on its own channel. However, if configured as a slave, the
output voltage faults (OVF, UVF, PGOOD) are be set only for that slave’s master (which may be in the other device
for 3-phase and 4-phase systems) while these faults for the slave are set to 0. Flags related to IOUT and
TEMPERATURE (OCF, OCW, OTF, OTW) are set on PAGE 0 for channel 1 and PAGE 1 for channel 2, in all
modes.
The STATUS_WORD also reports communication faults in the Other Faults bit.

Default 000000000x000000 (binary)

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
VF OCFW 0 MFR PGOOD_Z 0 0 0 0 OFF OVF OCF VIN_UV OTFW cml

Bits Field Name Description
7 VF (= VOUT in the PMBus Specification)

(Format: binary)
Voltage Fault = (OVF + UVF)
For slave configurations, this bit is set to 0.
0: (Default) An output voltage fault or warning has not occurred.
1: An output voltage fault or warning has occurred.

6 OCFW (= IOUT/POUT in the PMBus Specification)
(Format: binary)
Output Current Fault OR Warning = (OCF + OCW)
0: (Default) An output over-current fault or warning has not occurred.
1: An output over-current fault or warning has occurred.

5 0 Default: 0
4 MFR (= MFR in the PMBus Specification)

(Format: binary)
Internal thermal fault (from bandgap)
Thermal shutdown fault for the IC
0: (Default) An internal TSD has not occurred.
1: An internal TSD has occurred.

3 PGOOD_Z (= POWER_GOOD# in the PMBus Specification)
(Format: binary)
Power Good Fault (in effect, Power Good Indication – Inverted)
The Power Good fault is used to flag when the converter output voltage rises or falls outside of the
PGOOD window. If the channel is configured as a slave, this bit are set to “0” (PGOOD_Z is only
reflected in the master).
0: (Default) A Power Good fault is not present.
1: Device-channel experiencing a Power Good fault.

2:0 0 Default: 0

The STATUS_WORD low byte is the STATUS_BYTE.
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7.6.2.8.22 STATUS_VOUT (7Ah)

Format Unsigned binary
Description The STATUS_VOUT command returns one byte of information relating to the status of the converter's output

voltage related faults. The PMBus core is notified of these fault conditions via the 2 input pins labeled OVF and
UVF. The PMBus core then communicates these faults to the host through its serial communication channel.
STATUS_VOUT is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE
must be set to 0. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must be set to 1. For
simultaneous access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11.

Default 00000000 (binary)

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
OVF 0 0 UVF 0 0 0 0

Bits Field Name Description
7 OVF (= VOUT OV Fault in the PMBus Specification)

(Format: binary)
Output Over-Voltage Fault
Set based upon the value stored in MFR_SPECIFIC_07 (D7h). If the channel is configured as a
slave this bit are set to 0 (this bit is only reflected in the master).
0: (Default) An output over-voltage fault has not occurred.
1: An output over-voltage fault has occurred.

6:5 0 Default: 0
4 UVF (= VOUT UV Fault in the PMBus Specification)

(Format: binary)
Output Under-Voltage Fault
Set based upon the value stored in MFR_SPECIFIC_07 (D7h). If the channel is configured as a
slave this bit are set to 0 (this bit is only reflected in the master). The UV fault indicates only an
under-voltage condition at the FB pin and may not necessarily reflect an over-current situation.
However, during an output crowbar short condition, the FB may sag below the UV threshold level
before the current reaches the OC threshold, resulting in a UV fault. If the IOUT_OC_FAULT_
RESPONSE register is selected to the retry setting, and the output short is persistent, an over-
current fault are triggered for subsequent startup retry attempts.
0: (Default) An output under-voltage fault has not occurred.
1: An output under-voltage fault has occurred.

3:0 0 Default: 0

7.6.2.8.23 STATUS_IOUT (7Bh)

Format Unsigned binary
Description The STATUS_IOUT command returns one byte of information relating to the status of the converter's output current

related faults. The PMBus core is notified of these fault conditions via the inputs OCF and OCW.
STATUS_IOUT is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE
must be set to 0. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must be set to 1. For
simultaneous access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11.

Default 00000000 (binary)

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
OCF 0 OCW 0 0 0 0 0

Bits Field Name Description
7 OCF (= IOUT OC Fault in the PMBus Specification)

(Format: binary)
Output Over-Current Fault
Set based upon the value stored in IOUT_OC_FAULT_LIMIT
0: (Default) An output over-current fault has not occurred.
1: An output over-current fault has occurred.

6 0 Default: 0
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Bits Field Name Description
5 OCW (= IOUT OC Warning in the PMBus Specification)

(Format: binary)
Output Over-Current Warning
Set based upon the value stored in IOUT_OC_WARN_LIMIT.
0: (Default) An output over-current warning has not occurred.
1: An output over-current warning has occurred.

4:0 0 Default: 0

7.6.2.8.24 STATUS_TEMPERATURE (7Dh)

Format Unsigned binary
Description The STATUS_ TEMPERATURE command returns one byte of information relating to the status of the converter's

die temperature related faults.
STATUS_TEMPERATURE is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428
device, PAGE must be set to 0. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must
be set to 1. For simultaneous access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11.

Default 00000000 (binary)

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
OTF OTW 0 0 0 0 0 0

Bits Field Name Description
7 OTF (= OT Fault in the PMBus Specification)

(Format: binary)
Over-Temperature Fault
0: (Default) A temperature fault has not occurred.
1: A temperature fault has occurred.

6 OTW (= OT Warning in the PMBus Specification)
(Format: binary)
Over-Temperature Warning
0: (Default) A temperature warning has not occurred.
1: A temperature warning has occurred.

5:0 0 Default: 0
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7.6.2.8.25 STATUS_CML (7Eh)

Format Unsigned binary
Description The STATUS_ CML command returns one byte containing PMBus serial communication faults.
Default 00000000 (binary)

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
ivc ivd pec mem 0 0 oth 0

Bits Field Name Description
7 ivc ( = Invalid/Unsupported Command in the PMBus Specification)

(Format: binary)
Invalid or unsupported Command Received
0: (Default) Invalid or unsupported Command not Received.
1: Invalid or unsupported Command Received.
An attempt to write an invalid PAGE 1 SLAVE channel command results in a NACK’d command
and the reporting of an IVC fault and triggering of SMB_ALERT.

6 ivd ( = Invalid/Unsupported Data in the PMBus Specification)
(Format: binary)
Invalid or unsupported data Received
0: (Default) Invalid or unsupported data not Received.
1: Invalid or unsupported data Received.

5 pec ( = Packet Error Check Failed in the PMBus Specification)
(Format: binary)
Packet Error Check Failed
This is a CRC byte sent at the end of each data packet. It is implemented as CRC(x) = x8 + x2 + x1

+ 1
0: (Default) Packet Error Check Passed
1: Packet Error Check Failed

4 mem ( = Memory Fault Detected in the PMBus Specification)
(Format: binary)
Memory Fault Detected
This bit indicates a fault with the internal memory.
0: (Default) No fault detected
1: Fault detected

3:2 0 Default: 0
1 oth ( = Other Communication Fault in the PMBus Specification)

(Format: binary)
Other Communication Fault
0: (Default) A communication fault other than the ones listed in this table has not occurred.
1: A communication fault other than the ones listed in this table has occurred.

0 0 Default: 0
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7.6.2.8.26 STATUS_MFR_SPECIFIC (80h)

Format Unsigned binary
Description The STATUS_ MFR_SPECIFIC command returns one byte containing manufacturer-specific faults or warnings.
Default 00000000 (binary)

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
otfi x x ivaddr ch1_sps_flt ch2_sps_flt ch1_slave ch2_slave

Bits Field Name Description
7 otfi (Format: binary)

Over temperature fault internal.
This bit is required to distinguish an over temperature fault internal to TPS40428 from an external
temperature fault.
0: (Default) The internal temperature is below the fault threshold.
1: The internal temperature is above the fault threshold.

6:5 x Default: 0
4 ivaddr (Format: binary)

Invalid PMBus address
This bit is set when the PMBus address detection circuit does not resolve to a valid address. In
this event, the device responds to the address: 127d.
0: (Default)

3 ch1_sps_flt (Format: binary)
Channel 1 smart power-stage fault
This bit reports that the smart power-stage has declared a fault (either over-current or over-
temperature) on the TSNS1 pin of TPS40428.
0: (Default)

2 ch2_sps_flt (Format: binary)
Channel 2 smart power-stage fault
This bit reports that the smart power-stage has declared a fault (either over-current or over-
temperature) on the TSNS2 pin of TPS40428.
0: (Default)

1 ch1_slave (Format: binary)
Channel 1 Slave
This bit is set when channel 1 is configured as a slave channel (by pulling FB1 > 2.5 V before
power-up). It is only used for internal read purposes and does not trigger SMBLERT.
0: (Default)

0 ch2_slave (Format: binary)
Channel 2 Slave
This bit is set when channel 2 is configured as a slave channel (by pulling FB2 > 2.5 V before
power-up). It is only used for internal read purposes and does not trigger SMBLERT.
0: (Default)
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7.6.2.8.27 READ_VOUT (8Bh)

Format Linear
Description The READ_VOUT command returns two bytes of data in the linear data format that represent the output voltage.

The exponent is set to –9 by VOUT_MODE. VOUT = Mantissa × 2Exponent

READ_VOUT is a paged register. In order to access READ_VOUT register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device,
PAGE[7],[0] must be set to 00. In order to access READ_VOUT register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device,
PAGE[7],[0] must be set to 01. PAGE register cannot be set to 11 for READ_VOUT command.

Default 0000h

r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Mantissa

Bits Field Name Description
7:0 Mantissa (Format: unsigned binary)

This is the Mantissa for the linear format.
Default: 0000 0000 0000 0000 (bin) 0 (dec)
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

7.6.2.8.28 READ_IOUT (8Ch)

Format Linear
Description The READ_IOUT command returns the output current in amps for each channel. The reading from the

Measurement System must be manipulated in order to convert the measured value into the desired value (IOUT).
Note: only positive currents are reported. Any computed negative current (For example, 0 measured current and –4
A IOUT_CAL_OFFSET) is reported as 0 A.
READ_IOUT is a paged register. In order to access READ_IOUT register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device,
PAGE[7],[0] must be set to 00. In order to access READ_IOUT register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device,
PAGE[7],[0] must be set to 01. PAGE[7],[0] register cannot be set to 11 for READ_IOUT command.

Default E000h

r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Exponent Mantissa

Bits Field Name Description
7:3 Exponent (Format: two's complement)

This is the exponent for the linear format.
Default: 11100 (bin) -4 (dec) (62.5 mA lsb)
These default settings are not programmable.
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

2:0 Mantissa (Format: two's complement)
7:0 Default: 000 00000000 (bin) 0 (dec)

Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.
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7.6.2.8.29 READ_TEMPERATURE_2 (8Eh)

Format Linear
Description The READ_TEMPERATURE_2 command returns the temperature in degrees Celsius of the current channel

specified by the PAGE command.
Default F064h

r r r r r r r r r r r v r r r r
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Exponent Mantissa

Bits Field Name Description
7:3 Exponent (Format: two's complement)

This is the exponent for the linear format.
Default: 11110 (bin) –2 (dec) 0.25°C
These default settings are not programmable.
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

2:0 Mantissa (Format: two's complement)
7:0 Default: 000 0110 0100 (bin) 100 (dec)

Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

7.6.2.8.30 PMBus_REVISION (98h)

Format Binary
Description The PMBus_REVISION command returns the revision of the PMBus to which TPS40428 is compliant. TPS40428 is

compliant to revision 1.1 of the PMBus specification.
Default 00010001b

r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Bits Field Name Description
7:0

7.6.2.8.31 MFR_SPECIFIC_00 (D0h)

Format Unsigned binary
Description The MFR_SPECIFIC_00 register is dedicated as a user scratch pad
Default 0000h

The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Bits Field Name Description
7:0
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7.6.2.8.32 MFR_SPECIFIC_04 (VREF_TRIM) (D4h)

Format Linear
Description The VREF_TRIM command is used to apply a fixed offset voltage to the reference voltage.

VREF = 600 mV + (VREF_TRIM + STEP_VREF_MARGIN_x) × 2 mV
The maximum trim range is 10% / –20% of nominal VREF (600 mV) in 2-mV steps. Permissible values are from 60
mV to –120 mV. Including settings from both VREF_TRIM and STEP_VREF_MARGIN_x commands, the net
permissible range of VREF is 60 mV to –180 mV.
If the commanded VREF_TRIM is outside its valid range, then that value is not accepted; it also causes the device
to set the ’cml’ bit in the STATUS_BYTE register and the ‘ivd’ bit in the STATUS_CML registers, and triggers
SMB_ALERT.
If the combined VREF set by VREF_TRIM and/or STEP_VREF_MARGIN_x is outside the acceptable range, it
causes the device to set the ’cml’ bit in the STATUS_BYTE register and the ‘ivd’ bit in the STATUS_CML registers,
it triggers SMB_ALERT, and the VREF are set to the highest or lowest allowed value (based on the commanded
level).
The VREF transition occurs at the rate determined by the TON_RISE (61h) command if the transition is executed
during soft-start. Any transition in VREF after soft-start occurs at the rate determined by the highest programmable
TON_RISE of 9 ms.
The VREF_TRIM has two data bytes formatted as two’s complement binary integer and can have positive and
negative values.
If the channel is configured as a SLAVE, this command can not be accessed for that channel. Any writes to the
SLAVE channel for this command is ignored. (In analog, the master programmed value are used in a multi-phase
system. No special action needed from digital.)
An attempt to write the SLAVE channel command, or when in AVS mode results in a NACK’d command and the
reporting of an IVC fault and triggering of SMB_ALERT.

Default 0000h (Fixed Offset Voltage = 0 V)
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r/wE r* r* r* r* r* r* r* r* r* r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Bits Field Name Description
7:0 High Byte (Format: binary)

Default: 0000 0000 (bin)
Minimum: 1111 1111 (bin) (sign extended)
Maximum: 0000 0000 (bin) (sign extended)
Bits 6:0 changes for sign extension but are not otherwise programmable

7:0 Low Byte (Format: binary)
Default: 0000 0000 (bin) 0 (dec) 0 mV
Minimum: 1100 0100 (bin) –60 (dec) (–120 mV) (sign extended, twos compliment)
Maximum: 0001 1110 (bin) 30 (dec) (60 mV)
Bits 7:6 changes for sign extension but are not otherwise programmable
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7.6.2.8.33 MFR_SPECIFIC_05 (STEP_VREF_MARGIN_HIGH) (D5h)

Format Linear
Description The STEP_VREF_MARGIN_HIGH command is used to increase the value of the reference voltage by shifting the

reference higher. When the OPERATION command is set to Margin High, the reference increases by the voltage (in
mV) indicated by this command.
Thus, the changed reference is given by:
VREF = 600 mV + (VREF_TRIM + STEP_VREF_MARGIN_HIGH) × 2 mV
The maximum range is 0 to 10% (60 mV) of nominal VREF (600 mV) in 2-mV steps. Including settings from both
VREF_TRIM and STEP_VREF_MARGIN_x commands, the net permissible range of VREF is 60 mV to –180 mV.
If the commanded STEP_VREF_MARGIN_HIGH is outside its valid range, then that value is not accepted; it also
causes the device to set the ’cml’ bit in the STATUS_BYTE register and the ‘ivd’ bit in the STATUS_CML registers,
and triggers SMB_ALERT.
If the combined VREF set by VREF_TRIM and/or STEP_VREF_MARGIN_x is outside the acceptable range, it
causes the device to set the ’cml’ bit in the STATUS_BYTE register and the ‘ivd’ bit in the STATUS_CML registers,
it triggers SMB_ALERT, and the VREF are set to the highest or lowest allowed value (based on the commanded
level).
The VREF transition occurs at the rate determined by the TON_RISE (61h) command if the transition is executed
during soft-start. Any transition in VREF after soft-start occurs at the rate determined by the highest programmable
TON_RISE of 9 ms.
This is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must be set to
0. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must be set to 1. For simultaneous
access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11.
If the channel is configured as a SLAVE, this command can not be accessed for that channel. Any writes to the
SLAVE channel for this command are ignored. (In analog, the master programmed value is used in a multi-phase
system. No special action needed from digital.) When in AVS mode, this command is ignored.
An attempt to write the SLAVE channel command results in a NACK’d command and the reporting of an IVC fault
and triggering of SMB_ALERT.

Default 0000 0000 0001 1110 (binary)
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Bits Field Name Description
7:0 High Byte (Format: binary)

Default: 0000 0000 (bin)
Minimum: 0000 0000 (bin)
Maximum: 0000 0000 (bin)
Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.

7:0 Low Byte (Format: binary)
This specifies a positive offset voltage on to default VREF.
Default: 0001 1110 (bin) 30 (dec) (60 mV = 10% percent)
Minimum: 0000 0000 (bin) 0 (dec) (0 mV)
Maximum: 0001 1110 (bin) 30 (dec) (60 mV = 10% percent)
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7.6.2.8.34 MFR_SPECIFIC_06 (STEP_VREF_MARGIN_LOW) (D6h)

Format Linear
Description The STEP_VREF_MARGIN_LOW command is used to decrease the reference voltage by shifting the reference

lower. When the OPERATION command is set to Margin Low, the output decreases by the voltage indicated by this
command.
.
Thus, the changed reference is given by: VREF = 600 mV + (VREF_TRIM + STEP_VOUT_MARGIN_LOW) × 2 mV
The maximum range is 0 to –20% (–120 mV) of nominal VREF (600 mV) in 2-mV steps. Including settings from both
VREF_TRIM and STEP_VREF_MARGIN_x commands, the net permissible range of VREF is 60 mV to –180 mV.
If the commanded STEP_VREF_MARGIN_LOW is outside its valid range, then that value is not accepted; it also
causes the device to set the ’cml’ bit in the STATUS_BYTE register and the ‘ivd’ bit in the STATUS_CML registers,
and triggers SMB_ALERT.
If the combined VREF set by VREF_TRIM and/or STEP_VREF_MARGIN_x is outside the acceptable range, it
causes the device to set the ’cml’ bit in the STATUS_BYTE register and the ‘ivd’ bit in the STATUS_CML registers,
it triggers SMB_ALERT, and the VREF is set to the highest or lowest allowed value (based on the commanded
level).
The VREF transition occurs at the rate determined by the TON_RISE (61h) command if the transition is executed
during soft-start. Any transition in VREF after soft-start occurs at the rate determined by the highest programmable
TON_RISE of 9 ms.
This is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must be set to
0. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must be set to 1. For simultaneous
access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11.
If the channel is configured as a SLAVE, this command can not be accessed for that channel. Any writes to the
SLAVE channel for this command are ignored. (In analog, the master programmed value is used in a multi-phase
system. No special action needed from digital.)
An attempt to write the SLAVE channel command, or when in AVS mode results in a NACK’d command and the
reporting of an IVC fault and triggering of SMB_ALERT.

Default 1111 1111 1110 0010 (binary)
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r/wE r* r* r* r* r* r* r* r* r* r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Bits Field Name Description
7:0 High Byte (Format: binary)

Default: 1111 1111 (bin) (msb is sign bit)
Minimum: 1111 1111 (bin) (sign extended)
Maximum: 0000 0000 (bin)
Bits 6:0 can change for sign extension but are not otherwise programmable

7:0 Low Byte (Format: two's complement)
This specifies a negative offset voltage on to default VREF.
Default: 1110 0010 (bin) -30 (dec) (–60 mV = –10% percent)
Minimum: 1100 0100 (bin) -60 (dec) (–120 mV = –20% percent)
Maximum: 0000 0000 (bin) 0 (dec) (0 mV)
Bits 7:6 can change for sign extension but are not otherwise programmable
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7.6.2.8.35 MFR_SPECIFIC_07 (PCT_VOUT_FAULT_PG_LIMIT) (D7h)

Format Unsigned binary integer
Description The PCT_VOUT_FAULT_PG_LIMIT is to set the PGOOD, VOUT_UV and VOUT_OV limits.

This is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must be set to
0. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must be set to 1. For simultaneous
access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11.
If the channel is configured as a SLAVE, this command can not be accessed for that channel. Any writes to the
SLAVE channel for this command are ignored. (In analog, the master programmed value is used in a multi-phase
system. No special action needed from digital.)
An attempt to read and write the SLAVE channel command results in a NACK’d command and the reporting of an
IVC fault and triggering of SMB_ALERT.

Default XXXX XX01 (binary)
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
X X X X X X PG[1:0]

Bits Field Name Description
7:2 X X indicates writes are ignored and reads are 0
1:0 PG[1:0] (Format: binary)

PG, UV, OV Limit Selection.
Default: 01

Table 12 lists the overvoltage, undervoltage, and powergood threshold voltages. Bit [13] of MFR_SPECIFIC_16
(E0h) register determines the overvoltage setting.

Table 12. OV, UV, PGOOD Threshold Values
OV_faultUV_fault PG_low PG_high OVPG[1] PG[0] (%) (%) (%) SETTING(%) (mV)

0 0 –16.8 –12.5 12.5 16.8
0 1 –12.0 –7.0 7.0 12.0

n/a Tracking
1 0 –29.0 –23.0 7.0 16.8
1 1 –29.0 –23.0 7.0 12.0
0 0 –16.8 –12.5 12.5 800
0 1 –12.0 –7.0 7.0 700

n/a Fixed
1 0 –29.0 –23.0 7.0 800
1 1 –29.0 –23.0 7.0 700
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7.6.2.8.36 MFR_SPECIFIC_08 (SEQUENCE_TON_TOFF_DELAY) (D8h)

Format Unsigned binary integer
Description The SEQUENCE_TON_TOFF_DELAY command is used to set the delay for turning on the device and the delay for

turning off the device as a ratio of TON_RISE.
This is a paged register. In order to access this register for channel 1 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must be set to
0. In order to access this register for channel 2 of the TPS40428 device, PAGE must be set to 1. For simultaneous
access of channels 1 and 2, PAGE command must be set to 11.
If the channel is configured as a SLAVE, this command can not be accessed for that channel. Any writes to the
SLAVE channel for this command are ignored. In such a case, internally the TON_DELAY is set to the minimum
value of 50 µs and TOFF_DELAY is set to zero (overriding any contents of EEPROM).
An attempt to read and write the SLAVE channel command results in a NACK’d command and the reporting of an
IVC fault and triggering of SMB_ALERT.

Default 000X 000X (binary)
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r/wE r/wE r/wE r r/wE r/wE r/wE r
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

TON_DEL<2:0> X TOFF_DEL<2:0> X

Bits Field Name Description
7:5 TON_DEL<2:0> (Format: binary)

Default: 000b
TON_DELAY = TON_RISE × TON_DEL<2:0>
This parameter controls the delay from when ON = 1 until soft-start sequence begins.
The default value is 0 ms. (Start the VOUT ramp without delay)

4 X X indicates writes are ignored and reads are 0
3:1 TOFF_DEL<2:0> (Format: binary)

Default: 000b
TOFF_DELAY = TON_RISE × TOFF_DEL<2:0>
This parameter controls the delay from when ON = 0 until the output is disabled.
The default value is 0 ms. (Shut off the output without delay)

0 X X indicates writes are ignored and reads are 0

Table 13. Delay Time Ratios
TON_DEL<2:0> DELAY TIME RATIO
TOFF_DEL<2:0> (MULTIPLE OF TON_RISE)

000 0 (1)

001 1
010 2
011 3
100 4
101 5
110 6
111 7

(1) default (no delay)

.

NOTE
If the device turns off due to a turn-off delay time, any attempt to turn on the device before
the turn-off delay time expires should be avoided. The device is available to be turned on
only after the turn-off delay time expires and the device has been turned off,
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7.6.2.8.37 (E0h) MFR_SPECIFIC_16 (COMM_EEPROM_SPARE)

Format Unsigned binary
Description This register contains EEPROM backed bits brought out to the top of the digital block IO for possible future use by

analog or digital circuits
Default 1011 0001 xxxx x011 (binary)

The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

COMM_EEPROM_SPARE
r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r r r r
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8

PGOOD_DEL_EN DIS_API_CNT FIX_OVP_EN DIS_SSPB

COMM_EEPROM_SPARE
r r r r r r r r
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Bits Field Name Description
15 PGOOD_DLY_EN (format: binary, access: read/write)

Default: 1b
PGOOD Delay Enable
This bit, when high, enable 2-ms delay for PGOOD detection during startup.

14 DIS_API_CNT (format: binary, access: read/write)
Default: 0b
Disables 3-clock count for API valley active state
This bit, when high, disables the 3-clock counter for API valley. When the bit is low, the counting is
enabled whereby the API-valley function can remain active only 3 consecutive clock cycles before
being inactive for another 3 clocks.

13 FIX_OVP_EN (Format: binary, access: read/write)
Default: 1b
Enable fixed output voltage OV protection
This bit, when high, enables fixed OV protection circuitry that is active after the BP3 and BP5
voltage comes up. When the bit is low, tracking OV protection is enabled instead and in this case,
OV protection is enabled only after the soft-start sequence has completed.

12 DIS_SSPB (Format: binary, access: read/write)
Default: 1b
Disable pre-bias initiation after soft-start sequence has completed.
This bit affects the PWM signal only during prebias startup. When this bit is high, PWM switching
begins only if the COMP voltage is higher than the PWM ramp valley. When this bit is low, PWM
switching is forced to begin after soft-start sequence has completed, even when the COMP
voltage is lower than PWM ramp valley.

7.6.2.8.38 MFR_SPECIFIC_21 (OPTIONS) (E5h)

Format Unsigned binary
Description This register is used for setting user selectable options for the TPS40428 controller.
Default 0111 1111 0000 0000 (binary)

The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

Common/Shared
r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/w

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
TCO CH2_CSGAIN_SEL<2:0> CH1_CSGAIN_SEL<1:0> en_adc_cntl EN_TSNS_FLT EN_SPS

r r r r r r r/wE r/w
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

SMB_OV msps_flt
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Bits Field Name Description
7 TCO (Format: binary)

Default: 0b
Temperature compensation override
0: OCF, OCW thresholds and current measurements are temp compensated
1: Temperature compensation is “disabled”
TCO is a non-paged bit. Any change on TCO bit is applied to both page 0 and page 1.

6:5 CH2_CSGAIN_SEL< (Format: binary)
1:0> Default: 11b

Ch2 current-share gain select
This 2-bit bus is used to select the gain of the current-sharing circuit in channel 2. For high DCR/L
ratios, the user can select lower gains for current-loop stability.

4:3 CH1_CSGAIN_SEL< (Format: binary)
1:0> Default: 11b

Ch1 current-share gain select
This 2-bit bus is used to select the gain of the current-sharing circuit in channel 1. For high DCR/L
ratios, the user can select lower gains for current-loop stability.
00: 50 V/V gain
01: 40 V/V gain
10: 30 V/V gain
11: 20 V/V gain

2 en_adc_ctl (Format: binary)
Default: 1b
Enable ADC Control Bit.
0: Disable ADC operation.
1: Enable ADC operation.

1 EN_TSNS_FLT (Format: binary)
Default: 1b
Enable fault input from TSNSx pins
This bit, when high, makes the device sensitive to fault communication from the TI smart power
stage, the device declares SPS_FLT (smart power stage fault) and OT fault when the TSNSx
voltage is above 2.7 V. When this bit is low, the device ignores the fault indication from the smart
power stage and declares an OT fault only when the TSNSx voltage is above 2.7 V. Whether this
bit is high or low, the device performs over temperature protection and declares OT fault when
TSNSx voltage is above the OT fault threshold.

0 EN_SPS (Format: binary)
Default: 1b
Enable smart power-stage
This bit, when high, allows the device to interface with TI’s smart power stage module. Supported
areas of compatibility are PWM interface, temperature monitoring, current sensing, and fault
communication.
To change this value, the user must change this value in the register, save it to the EEPROM and
then reboot the device via power down for the new value to take effect. Only a power-down event
prompts this signal to reset. (A RESTORE_DEFAULT_ALL command does not change the
behavior of this bit).

7:2 Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.
1 SMB_OV (Format: binary)

Default: 0b
Make SMBALERT an OV fault indicator. This has page 0 scope only (in effect, it is defined only on
page 0; the page 1 bit is not used).
0: SMBALERT functions normally
1: SMBALERT reports only OV_FAULT

0 msps_flt (Format: binary)
Default: 0b
(PAGE scope)
0: No effect upon SMBALERT
1: Masks SMBALERT assertion due to setting of STATUS_MFR_SPECIFIC[3] /
STATUS_MFR_SPECIFIC[2] (corresponding to the CH1_SPS_FLT and CH2_SPS_FLT
respectively).
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7.6.2.8.39 MFR_SPECIFIC_22 (PWM_OSC_SELECT) (E6h)

Format Unsigned binary
Description This register is used for setting user selectable PWM phase configuration (sync enable, direction of frequency

synchronization pulses – in or out - in a master channel and number of phases) in a multi-phase system.
Default 0000h

The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
SYNC_MODE<1:0> ENSYNC PHASE

Bits Field Name Description
7:0 Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.
7:5
4:3 SYNC_MODE<1:0> (Format: binary)

Default: 00b
Synchronization configuration for the oscillator
These bits allow the user to configure the internal PWM oscillator clock in the PWM master
channel 1 in one of several operating modes as described below.
1. To change this value, the user must change this value in the register, save it to the EEPROM
and then reboot the device via power down for the new value to take effect.
2. If channel 1 is a slave, then these bits are internally forced to <1:1> indicating that external
signals on the SYNC and PHDET pins must override the internal clock and phase zero signals. In
a case of slave channel 1, any attempt to write a "0" to either one or both bits are treated as
invalid data – in effect, the ’cml’ bit in the STATUS_BYTE register and the ‘ivd’ bit in the
STATUS_CML register are set, and SMB_ALERT asserted.
00: Self generated clock with internal phasing, switch positions 1 and 3
01: External clock on SYNC pin, but phasing is internal; switch positions 1 and 3
10: External clock on SYNC pin and external phase signal on PHDET pin; switch positions 1 and 3
11: External clock on SYNC pin and external phase signal on PHDET pin; switch positions 2 and 4
(forced for channel 1 slave)

2 ENSYNC (Format: binary)
Default: 0b
Synchronization enable
This bit, when high, enables the synchronization drivers.
0: Synchronization is disabled
1: Synchronization is enabled

1:0 PHASE (Format: binary)
Default: 00b
Number of phases in the system (that involves the IC).
This pair of bits is used to configure the number of phases in the power-supply system containing
the IC. This information is then used inside the PWM oscillator to set the master switching
frequency and channel phase angles.
1. To change this value, the user must change this value in the register, save it to the EEPROM
and then reboot the device via power down for the new value to take effect.
2. If channel 1 is a slave, then the bit PHASE <1> is internally forced to 1 indicating that only 3-ph
or 4-ph modes can be enabled. In such a case of slave channel 1, any attempt to write a "0" to this
bit is treated as invalid data – in effect, the ’cml’ bit in the STATUS_BYTE register and the ‘ivd’ bit
in the STATUS_CML register are set, and SMB_ALERT asserted.
00: Independent, dual channel operation
01: Two-phase operation (within single IC)
10: Three-phase operation (between two ICs)
11: Four-phase operation (between two ICs)

NOTE
A 120° phase shift can be achieved between three phases at 3-phase plus 1-phase
configuration, the 1-phase rail has the same phase as channel 1 of the master IC.

A 90° phase shift can be achieved between all four phases at all other configurations
listed in the table. SYNC pins of two devices need to be connected, and PHSET pins of
two devices need to be connected.
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Table 14. Phase Configurations(1)

MASTER IC SLAVE IC
PHASE CONFIGURATIONS

SYNC_MODE ENSYNC PHASE SYNC_MODE ENSYNC PHASE
3-phase + 1-phase 00 1 10 11 1 10
4-phase 00 1 11 11 1 11
2-phase + 2-phase 00 (2) 11 11 (2) 11
2-phase + dual-output 00 (2) 11 11 (2) 11
Dual-output + dual-output 00 (2) 11 11 (2) 11
(1) For 3-phase plus 1-phase configuration and 4-phase configuration, SYNC_MODE, ENSYNC and PHASE can be programmed, saved to

EEPROM at one time and then reboot the device for the new value to take effect.
(2) For all other configurations listed in the table, follow these steps to program two devices to avoid potential damage.

1. Set ENSYNC to 0 on each device. white space prevents bad wrappingwhite space prevents bad wrappingwhite space prevents
2. Program SYNC_MODE and PHASE correctly at both devices, save to the EEPROM and then reboot the devices. prevents wrapping
3. Set ENSYNC to 1 on each device to enable synchronization between two devices. No reboot is needed.

7.6.2.8.40 MFR_SPECIFIC_23 (MASK SMBALERT) (E7h)

Format Unsigned binary
Description The MFR_SPECIFIC_23 (MASK SMBALERT) command may be used to prevent a warning or fault condition from

asserting the SMBALERT signal. This command is unique in that it is partially paged; and partially
common/shared – since some faults are channel dependent; and others are channel independent. The upper 8 bits
of this register always controls and accesses the shared/common set of faults, regardless of the (00h) PAGE
setting. However, the control and access for the lower 8 bits of this register are (00h) PAGE dependent and controls
or reflects the currently selected page.
TPS40428 only provides below two options for MASK_SMBALERT setting.
● When en_auto_ARA bit (auto Alert Response Address response) is enabled, all other bits in this PMBus register
need to be disabled.
● When en_auto_ARA bit is disabled, any other bits in this PMBus register can be set as desired.

Default 0000h
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

Common/Shared PAGE0, PAGE1
r/w r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/w r/wE r/w r/w r/w r/w r/w r/w r/w r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
msmbmprtcl en_aut mOC mPGO mVIN_motfi _TO_e mivc mivd mpec mmem mOTF mOTW mOCF mOVF mUVF_err o_ARA W OD_Z UVrr

Bits Field Name Description
7 motfi (Format: binary)

Default: 0b
0: No effect upon SMBALERT
1: Masks SMBALERT assertion due to setting of STATUS_MFR_SPECIFIC[7]

6 mprtcl_err (Format: binary)
Default: 0b
0: No effect upon SMBALERT
1: Masks SMBALERT assertion due to setting of SMB Protocol Error from the PMBus interface
module. One of 2 sources is STATUS_CML[1].

5 msmb_TO_err (Format: binary)
Default: 0b
0: No effect upon SMBALERT
1: Masks SMBALERT assertion due to setting of SMB_TIMEOUT from the PMBus interface
module. One of 2 sources is STATUS_CML[1].

4 mivc (Format: binary)
Default: 0b
0: No effect upon SMBALERT
1: Masks SMBALERT assertion due to setting of STATUS_CML[7]

3 mivd (Format: binary)
Default: 0b
0: No effect upon SMBALERT
1: Masks SMBALERT assertion due to setting of STATUS_CML[6]
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Bits Field Name Description
2 mpec (Format: binary)

Default: 0b
0: No effect upon SMBALERT
1: Masks SMBALERT assertion due to setting of STATUS_CML[5]

1 mmem (Format: binary)
Default: 0b
0: No effect upon SMBALERT
1: Masks SMBALERT assertion due to setting of STATUS_CML[4]

0 en_auto_ARA (Format: binary)
Default: 0b
Enables auto Alert Response Address response. When this feature is enabled, the hardware
automatically masks any fault source currently set from re-asserting SMB_ALERT when this
TPS40428 device responds to an ARA on the PMBus. This prevents PMBus “bus hogging” in the
case of a persistent fault in a device that consistently wins ARA arbitration due to its device
address. In contrast, when this bit is cleared, immediate re-assertion of SMB_ALERT is allowed in
the event of a persistent fault and the responsibility is upon the host to mask each source
individually. When WRITE_PROTECT is set to 20h, 40h or 80h, en_auto_ARA is enabled
automatically.

7 mOTF Functionality of mask bit:
(Format: binary)
Default: 0b
0: No effect upon SMBALERT
1: Masks SMBALERT assertion due to setting of STATUS_TEMPERATURE[7]

6 mOTW Functionality of mask bit:
(Format: binary)
Default: 0b
0: No effect upon SMBALERT
1: Masks SMBALERT assertion due to setting of STATUS_TEMPERATURE[6]

5 mOCF Functionality of mask bit:
(Format: binary)
Default: 0b
0: No effect upon SMBALERT
1: Masks SMBALERT assertion due to setting of STATUS_IOUT[7]

4 mOCW Functionality of mask bit:
(Format: binary)
Default: 0b
0: No effect upon SMBALERT
1: Masks SMBALERT assertion due to setting of STATUS_IOUT[5]

3 mOVF Functionality of mask bit:
(Format: binary)
Default: 0b
0: No effect upon SMBALERT
1: Masks SMBALERT assertion due to setting of STATUS_VOUT[7]

2 mUVF Functionality of mask bit:
(Format: binary)
Default: 0b
0: No effect upon SMBALERT
1: Masks SMBALERT assertion due to setting of STATUS_VOUT[4]

1 mPGOOD_Z Functionality of mask bit:
(Format: binary)
Default: 0b
0: No effect upon SMBALERT
1: Masks SMBALERT assertion due to setting of STATUS_WORD[11]

0 mVIN_UV Functionality of mask bit:
(Format: binary)
Default: 0b
0: No effect upon SMBALERT
1: Masks SMBALERT assertion due to setting of STATUS_BYTE[3]
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7.6.2.8.41 MFR_SPECIFIC_25 (AVS_CONFIG) (E9h)

Format Unsigned binary
Description This register is used for setting user selectable AVS configuration (AVS enable, double transmission check, payload

size, and VREF slew-rate).
Default 0002h

The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r/wE r r r r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
AVS_EN AVS_IO AVS_STUP TX2 PAYLOAD<1:0> SLEW

Bits Field Name Description
7 AVS_EN (Format: binary)

Default: 0b
AVS mode enable
This bit, when high, enables the AVS mode of operation. Otherwise, the IC operates in the non-
AVS mode. All other AVS commands (in effect, MFR_SPECIFIC_26, MFR_SPECIFIC_27,
MFR_SPECIFIC_28, and MFR_SPECIFIC_29) are write-disabled (read-only access) in the AVS
mode. An attempt to write to any of these registers in the AVS mode results in the “oth” bit in
STATUS_CML to be set and SMBALERT to be declared. (MFR_SPECIFIC_27 has a slight
exception here, as it is writeable in AVS_STARTUP mode). Also, the following PMBus commands
related to VREF_TRIM and MARGIN are disabled (both read and write) and NACK’d in the AVS
mode:
MFR_04 (D4h) VREF_TRIM
MFR_05 (D5h) STEP_VREF_MARGIN_HIGH
MFR_06 (D6h) STEP_VREF_MARGIN_LOW
To change this value, the user must change this value in the register, save it to the EEPROM and
then reboot the device via power down for the new value to take effect.
0: PMBus mode enabled
1: AVS mode enabled

6:0 Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.
7:6
5 AVS_IO (Format: binary)

Default: 0b
AVS I/O adjust
This bit, when high, changes the internal logic level detection circuit (sensing the AVS_CLK and
AVS_DATA signals at the IC pins) from 2.5 V to 1.8 V. This signal is only defined on PAGE 0
(channel 1). Since there is a single AVS interface to TPS40428, the setting here effectively applies
to both channels. The corresponding bit on PAGE 1 is read-only and set to a default of 0.
0: AVS CLK and DATA signals from ASIC are at 2.5-V logic
1: AVS CLK and DATA signals from ASIC are at 1.8-V logic

4 AVS_STUP (Format: binary)
Default: 0b
AVS startup mode enable
This bit when high enables a mode called AVS_STARTUP mode, which is a sub-mode of the AVS
mode. The AVS_STARTUP mode can only be enabled when the channel is in the AVS mode (in
effect, it cannot be enabled in the non-AVS mode, even if the AVS_STUP bit is set high.). There
are a few key features of the AVS_STARTUP mode:
MMMa. When in the AVS mode, the user can change to and from the AVS_STARTUP mode “on-
the-fly” by simply changing the state of the AVS_STUP bit, without having to power-cycle the part
MMMb. When in the AVS_STARTUP mode, the reference voltage VREF is determined by the
contents of MFR_27 (EBh). The slew rate of VREF is controlled by TON_RISE or AVS_SLEW,
depending on what operating state the channel is in:
MMMMo While on SoftStart, Slew rate is controlled by TON_RISE.
MMMMo After SoftStart (this is Normal Operation), Slew rate is controlled by AVS_SLEW
(MFR25[0]).
MMMc. When in the AVS_STARTUP mode, the user can change the contents of MFR_27 (EB) by
PMBus to enable the control of the VREF by PMBus
MMMd. When in the AVS_STARTUP mode, all commands on the AVS bus are ignored.
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Bits Field Name Description
3 TX2 (Format: binary)

Default: 0b
AVS Double Transmission Check Select
This bit is used to force the AVS slave to require any AVS command to be issued twice before it is
acted upon.
0: Every commit-write actually takes effect as indicated by the AVS Master.
1: Every commit-write attempt must be performed twice for it to take effect.
This bit should not change while AVS is enabled.

2:1 PAYLOAD<1:0> (Format: binary)
Default: 01b
AVS Payload Configuration
This bit-field determines the number of bits that the device uses for sending “Voltage” in an AVS
read frame, as well as the number of bits that the device expects in an AVS write frame.
Considering that TPS40428’s encoding for the DAC voltage requires 10 bits, the setting for 8 bits
is not acceptable .
00: 8-bit voltage – Reserved, not to be used in TPS40428.
01: 10-bit voltage, the minimum size (and the default setting).
10: 12-bit voltage. Allowed.
11: 16-bit voltage. Allowed.
This bit field should not change while AVS is enabled.

0 SLEW (Format: binary)
Default: 0b
AVS Slew rate select
This bit is used to select between fast (default) and slow AVS transition rates by adjusting the slew
rate of the error-amplifier reference voltage VREF.
0: Fast AVS slew rate selected (200 mV / 30 µs)
1: Slow AVS rate selected (2 mV / 30 µs – slowest soft-start rate)

Table 15 summarizes the various mode transitions.

Table 15. Mode State Transitions
INPUT

IF THIS EVENT FINALCONDITIONSINITIAL MODE OCCURS MODE
AVS_EN AVS_STUP

AVS X X No power-cycle AVS
AVS 1 0 Power cycle AVS
AVS 1 1 Power cycle AVS_STARTUP
AVS 0 X Power cycle PMBus
AVS X 1 No power cycle AVS_STARTUP

AVS_STARTUP X 1 No power cycle AVS_STARTUP
AVS_STARTUP 1 0 With or without power cycle AVS
AVS_STARTUP 1 1 Power cycle AVS_STARTUP
AVS_STARTUP 0 X Power cycle PMBus

PMBus X X No power cycle PMBus
PMBus 0 X Power cycle PMBus
PMBus 1 0 Power cycle AVS
PMBus 1 1 Power cycle AVS_STARTUP
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7.6.2.8.42 MFR_SPECIFIC_26 (AVS_ADDRESS) (EAh)

Format Unsigned binary
Description This register is used for setting the device and channel address for AVS communication purposes. This register is

read-only while in AVS mode. Any attempted write access when both channels are in the AVS mode results in an
ACK’ed command; but the “oth” bit in STATUS_CML is set and SMB_ALERT triggered. If only one channel is in the
AVS mode, then write access is allowed.

Default 0005h
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
— — — — — — — — — — — — AVS_address<3:0>

Bits Field Name Description
7:0 Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.
7:4
3:0 AVS_address[3:0] (Format: binary)

Default: 0101b
AVS device address
This is a 4-bit device AVS address that is programmed by PMBus. This address is used to identify
the TPS40428 device for communication over the AVS data/clk lines only (not for PMBus
communication).

7.6.2.8.43 MFR_SPECIFIC_27 (AVS_DAC_DEFAULT) (EBh)

Format Unsigned binary
Description This paged register is used for setting user selectable AVS reference DAC default state for each channel. When the

dc-dc converter power supply system starts up in AVS mode, this 10-bit DAC default determines the initial output
voltage level before any AVS command is issued by the host ASIC. The LSB is 2 mV.
This command can only be written in the non-AVS mode or AVS_STARTUP mode. In AVS mode, reads of this
command are allowed, however - any writes to this register (including from EEPROM during
RESTORE_USER_ALL) are prevented. An attempt to write to this register (not including RESTORE_USER_ALL)
results in an ACK’d command, but the event results in the “oth” bit in STATUS_CML to be set and SMBALERT to
be declared.

Default 01F4h
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
— — — — — — AVS_DAC_DEFAULT<9:0>

Bits Field Name Description
7:2 Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.
1:0 AVS_DAC_DEFAULT (Format: binary)
7:0 Default: 0000 0001 1111 0100 b (500 decimal → 1 V)

Maximum: 0000 0010 1110 1110 b (750 decimal → 1.5 V)
Minimum: 0000 0000 1111 1010 b (250 decimal → 0.5 V)
An attempt to write beyond the set of limits set by the commands (AVS_CLAMP_HI,
AVS_CLAMP_LO) is treated as invalid data – in effect, the ’cml’ bit in the STATUS_BYTE register
and the ‘ivd’ bit in the STATUS_CML register are set, and SMB_ALERT asserted.
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7.6.2.8.44 MFR_SPECIFIC_28 (AVS_CLAMP_HI) (ECh)

Format Unsigned binary
Description This paged register is used for setting user selectable upper limit for AVS reference DAC input for each channel.

The LSB is 2 mV. An attempt to write a DAC input greater than this limit (from any source – explicit AVS command
or AVS_DAC_DEFAULT) results in the actual DAC input being clamped to the setting in this register, and an ivd
fault is declared with SMBALERT being triggered.
This command can only be written in the non-AVS (PMBus) mode. In AVS or AVS_STARTUP mode, reads of this
command are allowed, however - any writes to this register (including from EEPROM during
RESTORE_USER_ALL) are prevented in the AVS mode. An attempt to write to this register (not including
RESTORE_USER_ALL) results in an ACK’d command, but the event results in the “oth” bit in STATUS_CML to be
set and SMBALERT to be declared.

Default 02EEh
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
AVS_CLAMP_HI<9:0>

Bits Field Name Description
7:2 Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.
1:0 AVS_CLAMP_HI (Format: binary)
7:0 Default: 0000 0010 1110 1110 b (750 decimal → 1.5 V)

Maximum: 0000 0010 1110 1110 b (750 decimal → 1.5 V)
Minimum: 0000 0000 1111 1010 b (250 decimal → 0.5 V)
An attempt to write beyond the above set of limits results in an ivd fault, and triggering of
SMBALERT.

7.6.2.8.45 MFR_SPECIFIC_29 (AVS_CLAMP_LO) (EDh)

Format Unsigned binary
Description This paged register is used for setting user selectable lower limit for AVS reference DAC input for each channel.

The LSB is 2 mV. An attempt to write a DAC input lower than this limit (from any source – explicit AVS command or
AVS_DAC_DEFAULT) results in the actual DAC input being clamped to the setting in this register, and an ivd fault
is declared with SMBALERT being triggered.
This command can only be written in the PMBus mode. In AVS or AVS_STARTUP mode, reads of this command
are allowed, however - writes to this register (including from EEPROM during RESTORE_USER_ALL) are
prevented in the AVS mode. An attempt to write to this register (not including RESTORE_USER_ALL) results in an
ACK’d command, but the event results in the “oth” bit in STATUS_CML to be set and SMBALERT to be declared.

Default 00FAh
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
AVS_CLAMP_LO<9:0>

Bits Field Name Description
7:2 Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.
1:0 AVS_CLAMP_LO (Format: binary)
7:0 Default: 0000 0000 1111 1010 b (250 decimal → 0.5 V)

Maximum: 0000 0010 1110 1110 b (750 decimal → 1.5 V)
Minimum: 0000 0000 1111 1010 b (250 decimal → 0.5 V)
An attempt to write beyond the above set of limits results in an ivd fault, and triggering of
SMBALERT.
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7.6.2.8.46 MFR_SPECIFIC_30 (TEMP_OFFSET) (EEh)

Format Unsigned binary
Description This paged register is used for setting user selectable offset in the measured temperature. The specified offset

value is added to the post-math digital output. The new, post-offset, post-averaging temperature is used for
READ_TEMP_2 reporting and for temperature compensation of IOUT_CAL_GAIN for both reporting READ_IOUT,
and OC_FAULT_LIMIT/WARN threshold setting.

Default F800h
The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r/wE r r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Exponent Mantissa

Bits Field Name Description
7:3 Exponent (Format: two's complement)

This is the exponent for the linear format.
Default: 11111 (bin) –1 (dec) (LSB = 0.5 deg)
These default settings are not programmable.

2:0 Mantissa (Format: two's complement)
7:0 Default: 000 (bin) 0 (dec) (0 deg)

Minimum 7F8 = –8 × 0.5 deg = –4 deg
Maximum 006 = 6 × 0.5 deg = 3 deg

7.6.2.8.47 MFR_SPECIFIC_32 (API_OPTIONS) (F0h)

Format Unsigned binary
Description This paged, user-accessible register is used for setting the API comparator thresholds and other related options.
Default 0000h

The default power-up state can be changed using the STORE_USER commands.

r r r r r r r r r r r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE r/wE

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
API_VAL_HIGH API_VAL_EN API_AVG API_EN API_SET<1:0>

Bits Field Name Description
7:0 Note: Any values written to read-only registers are ignored.
7:6
5 API_VAL_HIGH (Format: binary)

Default: 0b
API valley high threshold
When this bit is high, the detection threshold for the API valley circuit is increased to approximately
100 mV from the default value of 50 mV.

4 API_VAL_EN (Format: binary)
Default: 0b
API valley enable
When this bit is high, API valley circuit is enabled to improve load-dump transient response. When
the COMP voltage drops suddenly during load-dump and the variation of COMP voltage exceeds
the threshold, the API valley function is triggered. As a result, both high-side and low-side switches
are turned off to force the load current go through the body diode of low-side switch to reduce
output voltage spike.

3 API_AVG (Format: binary)
Default: 0b
API average mode
When this bit is high, API circuit uses average value of COMP instead of peak value for threshold
detection.
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Bits Field Name Description
2 API_EN (Format: binary)

Default: 0b
API enable
When this bit is high, API circuit is enabled to improve load step-up transient response. When the
COMP voltage goes high suddenly during load step-up and the variation of COMP voltage
exceeds the threshold, the API function is triggered. As a result, additional pulses are injected to
reduce output voltage dip
0: API is disabled
1: API is enabled

1:0 API_SET<1:0> (Format: binary)
Default: 00b
API comparator threshold setting
This is a 2-bit user setting for selecting the appropriate API comparator threshold.
00: 35 mV
01: 60 mV
10: 85 mV
11: 110 mV

7.6.2.8.48 MFR_SPECIFIC_44 (DEVICE_CODE) (FCh)

Format
Description The DEVICE_CODE command returns a 12-bit unique identifier code for the device and a 4-bit device revision

code.
Default 01E0h

r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r r
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Bits Field Name Description
7:0 Identifier Code 0000 0001 1110b : Device ID Code Identifier for TPS40428
7:4
3:0 Revision Code 0000b : Revision Code (first silicon starts at 0)

8 Applications and Implementation

8.1 Application Information
The TPS40428 device is a driverless synchronous buck controller with PMBus. it can work with a power stage
device to convert a higher DC input voltage to a lower DC output voltage. The device is at smart power mode in
factory default, the below design sample shows the TPS40428 device design with TI smart power stage
CSD95378B in a dual-output configuration. The output voltages of channel 1 and channel 2 are set to 1.2 V and
1.8 V, respectively.

This design procedure provides steps how to select key component values, and set the appropriate behavioral
options using the PMBus functionality. The design procedure is applied to channel 1 only in this section. User
can apply similar calculation for channel 2.

8.2 Typical Application
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Figure 20. Typical Dual-Output Application Schematic
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IL(rms ) = ¨kIOUT:max ;o2
+ l 1
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p× :IRIPPLE;

2 = ¨:25 A;2 + l 1
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VOUT
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×
VIN:max ; F VOUT
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VOUT
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VIN F VOUT
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8.2.1 Design Requirements
This design example uses the input parameters summarized in Table 16.

Table 16. Design Example Specifications
PARAMETER TEST CONDITION MIN TYPE MAX UNIT

VVIN Input voltage 7 12 14 V
VIN(ripple) Input ripple voltage IOUT = 25 A 0.4 V
VOUT Output voltage 1.2 V

Line regulation 7 V ≤ VVIN ≤ 14 V 0.5%
Load regulation 0 V ≤ IOUT ≤ 25 A 0.5%

VP-P Output ripple voltage IOUT = 25 A 10 mV
Output voltage deviation during load∆VOUT ∆IOUT = 10 A, VVIN = 12 V 60 mVtransient

IOUT Output current 7 V ≤ VVIN ≤ 14 V 0 25 A
tSS Soft-start time 2.7 ms

Output peak current overcurrent tripIOC 40 Apoint
η Efficiency IOUT = 25 A, VVIN = 12 V 87%
fSW Switching frequency 500 kHz

8.2.2 Detailed Design Procedure

8.2.2.1 Switching Frequency Selection
Select a switching frequency for the regulator. There is a tradeoff between higher and lower switching
frequencies for buck converters. Higher switching frequencies may produce smaller solution size using lower
valued inductors and smaller output capacitors compared to a power supply that switches at a lower frequency.
However, the higher switching frequency causes extra switching losses, which decrease efficiency and impact
thermal performance. In this design, a moderate switching frequency of 500 kHz achieves both a small solution
size and a high-efficiency operation. With the frequency selected, the timing resistor is calculated using
Equation 10. The standard value 40.2 kΩ is used in the design.

(10)

8.2.2.2 Inductor Selection
Use Equation 11 to calculate the value of the output inductance. The coefficient KIND represents the amount of
inductor ripple current relative to the maximum output current. The output capacitor filters the inductor ripple
current. Therefore, choosing a high inductor ripple current impacts the selection of the output capacitor since the
output capacitor must have a ripple current rating equal to or greater than the inductor ripple current. Generally,
maintain the KIND coefficient between 0.2 and 0.3 for balanced performance. Using this target ripple current,
Equation 11 describes the required inductor size calculation.

(11)

With a selected KIND of 0.25, the target inductance (L1) calcualtes to 351 nH. Considering the variation and de-
rating of inductance, this application uses a 470-nH inductor (Wurth Electronics part number 744355147).
Equation 12 calculates the inductor ripple current . Equation 13 calculates the RMS current. Equation 13
calculates the peak current. Use these values to select an inductor with the approximate target inductance value,
and to select current ratings that allow normal operation with some margin.

(12)

(13)
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¿IOUT

8 × fCO ×¿VOUT
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10 A
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See (1)

Time

IL(peak ) = IOUT + l1

2
p× IRIPPLE = 25 A + l1

2
p× 4.7A = 27.33 A 
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(14)

The WE 744355147 inductor is rated for 30 A RMS current and 50 A saturation current. Using this inductor, the
ripple current IRIPPLE = 4.7 A, the RMS inductor current IL(rms) = 25.04 A, and peak inductor current IL(peak) = 27.33
A.

8.2.2.3 Output Capacitor Selection
There are two primary considerations for selecting the value of the output capacitor.
• the output voltage deviation during load transient.
• the output voltage ripple

8.2.2.3.1 Output Voltage Deviation During Load Transient

The desired response to a load transient is the first criterion. The output capacitor must supply the load with the
required current when not immediately provided by the regulator. When the output capacitor supplies load
current, the impedance of the capacitor affects the magnitude of voltage deviation during the transient.

In order to meet the requirements for control loop stability, TPS40428 requires the addition of compensation
components in the design of the error amplifier. While these compensation components provide for a stable
control loop, they often also reduce the speed with which the regulator can respond to load transients. Figure 21
shows the waveforms of inductor current (IL) and voltage deviation (∆VOUT) during a ∆IOUT load step up. It also
shows the response time (tRESP) that inductor current changes from previous load current to the new load
current.

(1) See Equation 15 (2) See Equation 16

Figure 21. Load Transient Response Time
The response time tRESP can be calculated using Equation 15 and Equation 16. Usually the cross frequency fCO
is set to between one tenth and one fifth of the switching frequency, fSW. In the design the switching frequency is
500 kHz, therefore 50 kHz is used for fCO in the calculation. Equation 18 calculates the minimum required output
capacitance COUT(min).

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)
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8.2.2.3.2 Output Voltage Ripple

The output voltage ripple is the second criterion for selecting the value of the output capacitor. Equation 19
calculates the minimum output capacitance required to meet the output voltage ripple specification.

(19)

In this case, the target maximum output voltage ripple is 10 mV. Under this requirement, the minimum output
capacitance for ripple is 116 µF. Because this capacitance value is smaller than the output capacitance required
for the transient response, select the output capacitance value based on the transient requirement. Considering
the variation and de-rating of capacitance, in this design, use ten 100-µF low-ESR ceramic capacitors to meet
the transient specification with sufficient margin. Therefore COUT = 1000 µF.

Using the known target output capacitance value, Equation 20 calculates the maximum ESR the output capacitor
bank allowed to meet the output voltage ripple specification. Equation 20 indicates the ESR should be less than
1.9 mΩ. Each 100-µF ceramic capacitor contributes approximately 2 mΩ, making the effective ESR of the output
capacitor bank approximately 0.2 mΩ, meeting the specification with sufficient margin.

(20)

8.2.2.4 Input Capacitor Selection
The power stage input decoupling capacitance (effective capacitance at the VIN and PGND terminals) must be
sufficient to supply the high switching currents demanded when the high-side MOSFET switches on, while
providing minimal input voltage ripple as a result. This effective capacitance includes any DC bias effects. The
voltage rating of the input capacitor must be greater than the maximum input voltage with derating. The capacitor
must also have a ripple current rating greater than the maximum input current ripple to the device during full load.
Use Equation 21 to estimate the input rms current.

(21)

The minimum input capacitance and ESR values for a given input voltage ripple specification, VIN(ripple), are
shown in Equation 22 and Equation 23. The input ripple is composed of a capacitive portion, VRIPPLE(cap), and a
resistive portion, VRIPPLE(esr).

(22)

(23)

The value of a ceramic capacitor varies significantly over temperature and the amount of DC bias applied to the
capacitor. Minimize the capacitance variations due to temperature by selecting a dielectric material that is stable
over temperature. X5R and X7R ceramic dielectrics are usually selected for power regulator capacitors because
they have a high capacitance to volume ratio and are fairly stable over temperature.

The input capacitor must also be selected with the DC bias taken into account. This design requires a ceramic
capacitor with at least a 25-V voltage rating to support the maximum input voltage. For this design, allow 0.1-V
input ripple for VRIPPLE(cap), and 0.2-V input ripple for VRIPPLE(esr). Using Equation 22 and Equation 23, the
minimum input capacitance for this design is 42.8 µF, and the maximum ESR is 7.3 mΩ. For this design
example, five 22-μF, 25-V ceramic capacitors and two additional 100-μF, 25-V low-ESR electrolytic capacitors in
parallel were selected for the power stage with sufficient margin.

A high frequency input voltage bypass capacitor is suggested to be placed close to the power stage to help with
ringing reduction. Please refer to the datasheet of the power stage device for more application information of
input capacitors.
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8.2.2.5 VDD, BP5, BP3 Bypass Capacitor
The BP3 pin requires a minimum capacitance of 0.33 µF connected to AGND. The BP5 pin requires
approximately 1 µF of capacitance connected to PGND. The VDD pin requires approximately 1 µF of
capacitance connected to AGND. To filter ripple on VIN, a small value resistor is recommended to be placed
between the VDD pin and the VIN pin.

In this design, a 1-µF capacitor is used for all VDD, BP5 and BP3 pins. All bypass capacitors must be placed
close to the device. Place a 1-Ω resistor between the VDD pin and the VIN pin.

8.2.2.6 R-C Snubber
An R-C snubber needs to be placed between the switching node and PGND to reduce voltage spike on switching
node. The power rating of the resistor needs to be larger than the power dissipation on the resistor with sufficient
margin. To balance efficiency and spike level, a 1-nF capacitor and two 10-Ω resistors are chosen in the design.
Please refer to the datasheet of the power stage device for more application information.

8.2.2.7 Current and Temperature Sensor
During smart-power mode operation, the TPS40428 device receives the current and temperature signals from
the smart power stage. The CSxP and CSxN pins of the TPS40428 device are connected to the IOUT and
REFIN pins respectively of the power stage, . Local bypass capacitors are required for CSxN pin and REFIN pin,
the recommended value of bypass capacitors is 100 nF. This design suggests that no capacitor be placed
between the CSxP and CSxN pins.

The TSNSx pin of the TPS40428 device is connected to TAO pin of power stage. Local bypass capacitors are
recommended for both TSNSx pin and TAO pin. The recommended value for both bypass capacitors is 470 pF.
To increase the immunity of the TAO pin signal-to-noise ratio, place a 121-kΩ resistor between the TAO pin and
ground.

8.2.2.8 Power Sequence Between the TPS40428 Device and Power Stage
Before soft-start operation begins to generate a PWM signal, the VDD voltage for power stage must be prepared.
Without preparation, the TPS40428 outputs the PWM signal at maximum duty cycle, because the power stage is
not working and output voltage is not regulated.

The supply voltage (VDD) for the power stage must be above its threshold until the TPS40428 device is turned
off.

8.2.2.9 Output Voltage Setting and Frequency Compensation Selection
A feedback divider between the DIFFO pin and AGND sets the output voltage. This design selects an R1 value
of 10 kΩ. Using R1 and the desired output voltage, and calculate the value of the RBIAS resistor using
Equation 24 to be 10 kΩ.

(24)

The TPS40428 device uses voltage mode control with input feedforward at single phase dual-output
configuration. See the presentation Under the Hood of Low-Voltage DC/DC Converters from the 2003 TI Power
Supply Design Seminar for an in-depth discussion of voltage-mode feedback and control. Click SLUP206 to
download a copy. Frequency compensation can be accomplished using standard techniques. TI also provides a
compensation calculator tool to streamline compensation design. In the TPS40k Loop Compensation Tool, the
device parameters, cross frequency and phase margin are set as below.

The device parameters entered into the loop compenation tool for this design are:
• VVRAMP = VVIN/10
• VREF = 0.6 V
• GBWP = 50 MHz
• DC Gain = 80dB
• fCO = 50 kHz
• Phase Margin = 55°
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The tool provides the recommended compensation components, and approximate bode plots. As a starting point,
the crossover frequency should be set to 1/10 fSW, and the phase margin at crossover should be greater than
45°. The resulting plots should be reviewed for a few common considerations. The error amplifier gain should not
hit the error amplifier gain bandwidth product (GBWP), and the error amplifier gain at switching frequency region
is recommended to be approximately 20dB in general. Use the tool to calculate the system bode plot at different
loading conditions to ensure that the phase does not drop below zero prior to crossover, as this condition is
known as conditional stability.

The design tool provides the compensation network values as a starting point. It is always recommended to
measure the real system bode plot after the design and adjust the compensation values accordingly.

These compensation values are from the tool calculation and optimization based on the measured data.
• R1 = 10 kΩ
• R1 = 0.28 kΩ
• R3 = 5 kΩ
• RBIAS = 10 kΩ
• C1 = 1500 pF
• C2 = 3300 pF
• C3 = 100 pF

8.2.2.10 Key PMBus Parameter Selection
The following subsections summarize some of the key design parameters for the TPS40428 device can be
configured via the PMBus interface, and stored to its non-volatile memory (NVM) for future use.

8.2.2.10.1 MFR_SPECIFIC_21 (OPTIONS)

The EN_SPS bit in MFR_SPECIFIC_21 register is set to 1b in factory default. It must be set to 1b to allow
TPS40428 to work at smart power mode.

The default value 20 V/V is recommended for CH1_CSGAIN_SEL and CH2_CSGAIN_SEL bits for most
applications.

The en_adc_ctl bit is set to 1b in factory default mode to enable ADC operation such that the output voltage,
output current and temperature information can be provided by the TPS40428 device through the PMBus
interface.

8.2.2.10.1.1 IOUT_CAL_GAIN

The default value 0.5035 mΩ must be used for accuracy current readout when the TPS40428 device is operating
in smart power mode.

8.2.2.10.1.2 Enable and UVLO

The ON_OFF_CONFIG command is used to select the turn-on behavior of the converter. For this example, the
CNTL pin was used to enable or disable the converter, regardless of the state of OPERATION, as long as input
voltage is present, and above the UVLO threshold. The CNTL pin is pulled to BP5 via an internal 6 µA current
source if it is floating.

8.2.2.10.1.3 Soft-Start Time

The TON_RISE command sets the soft-start time, the charging current for the output capacitors needs to be
considered when selecting the soft-start time. In some applications (e.g., those with large amounts of output
capacitance) this current can cause false tripping of the overcurrent protection circuitry if the soft-start time is not
properly selected. To avoid false tripping, the output capacitor charging current should be included when
choosing a soft-start time and overcurrent threshold. The capacitor charging current can be calculated using
Equation 25.

(25)
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8.2.2.10.1.4 Overcurrent Threshold and Response

The IOUT_OC_FAULT_LIMIT command sets the overcurrent threshold. The TPS40428 device uses inductor
peak current value for overcurrent detecting. The current limit should be set to the maximum inductor peak
current, plus the output capacitor charging current during start-up, plus some margin for load transients and
component variation. The amount of margin required depends on the individual application, but a suggested
point is between 30% and 50%. For this application, the maximum inductor peak current is 27.33 A, the output
capacitor charging current is 0.44 A. This design allows some extra margin, so an overcurrent threshold of 40 A
(peak current) was selected.

The IOUT_OC_FAULT_RESPONE command sets the desired response to an overcurrent event. In this
example, the converter is configured to hiccup in the event of an overcurrent. TPS40428 device can also be
configured to latch in the event of an overcurrent.

8.2.3 Application Curves

Figure 22. Effiency vs Output Current Figure 23. Load Regulation

VIN = 12 V IOUT = 25 A VIN = 12 V IOUT = 25 A

Figure 24. Output Voltage Ripple Figure 25. Input Voltage Ripple
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VIN = 12 V IOUT = 25 A VIN = 12 V IOUT = 25 A

Figure 26. Startup from CNTL Figure 27. Shutdown from CNTL

VIN = 12 V Div = 5A/µs VIN = 12 V Div = 5A/µs

Figure 28. Load Step 10 A to 20 A Figure 29. Load Step 20 A to 10 A

VIN = 12 V IOUT = 25 A

VIN = 12 V IOUT = 0 A

Figure 30. Prebias Sequence Figure 31. Bode Plot
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9 Power Supply Recommendations

This device is designed to operate from an input voltage supply between 4.5 V and 20 V. There is also an input
voltage limitation from power stage. For power stage CSD95378B, the recommended input voltage is up to 14.5
V. The proper bypassing of input supplies is critical for noise performance. See the power stage datasheet for
layout information of input capacitors.

10 Layout

10.1 Layout Guidelines
Layout is a critical portion of good power supply design. Figure 32 shows the recommended PCB layout for dual-
output application. Below are the PCB layout considerations for the TPS40428 device.

10.1.1 Layout Guidelines for TPS40428 Device
• If the analog ground (AGND) and power ground (PGND) pins are separated on the board, the power stage

and related components should be terminated or bypassed to the power ground. Signal components of the
TPS40428 device should be terminated or bypassed to the analog ground. Connect the thermal pad of the
device to power ground plane through sufficient vias. Connect AGND and PGND pins of the device to the
thermal pad directly. The connection between AGND pin and thermal pad serves as the only connection
between analog ground and power ground.

• If one common ground is used on the board, the TPS40428 device and related components must be placed
on a noise quiet area which is isolated from fast switching voltage and current paths.

• Maintain placement of signal components and regulator bypass capacitors local to the TPS40428 device.
Place them as close as possible to the terminals to which they are connected. These components include the
feedback resistors, frequency compensation, the RT resistor, ADDR0 and ADDR1 resistors, as well as
bypass capacitors for BP3, BP5, and VDD.

• The VSNSx and GSNSx must be routed as a differential pair on noise quiet area.
• The CSxP and CSxN must be routed as a differential pair on noise quiet area. Place the CSxN bypass

capacitor close to the TPS40428 device.

10.1.2 Layout Guidelines for the Power Stage Device
Below are the PCB layout considerations for the power stage device. Please refer to the datasheet of the chosen
power stage for more layout information.
• Input bypass capacitors should be as close as physically possible to the VIN and GND terminals of power

stage. Additionally, a high-frequency bypass capacitor on the power stage VIN terminals can help to reduce
switching ringing.

• Minimize the SW copper area for best noise performance. Route sensitive traces away from SW, as it contain
fast switching voltage and lend easily to capacitive coupling.

• The bypass capacitors for VDD, REFIN and TAO pins must be placed as close to the power stage as
possible.
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10.2 Layout Example

Figure 32. PCB Layout Recommendation
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11 器器件件和和文文档档支支持持

11.1 开开发发支支持持

11.1.1 德德州州仪仪器器 (TI) Fusion Digital Power Designer
德州仪器 (TI) Digital Power Designer 能够为 TPS40428 提供全面支持。 Fusion digital Power Designer 是一款图
形用户界面 (GUI)，可使用德州仪器 (TI) USB-to-GPIO 适配器通过 PMBus 来配置和监视 TPS40428 器件。

单击此链接下载德州仪器 (TI) Fusion Digital Power Designer 软件包。

Figure 33. 使使用用 Fusion Digital Power Designer 进进行行器器件件配配置置
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开开发发支支持持 (continued)

Figure 34. 使使用用 Fusion Digital Power Designer 进进行行器器件件监监控控

11.1.2 TPS40k 环环路路补补偿偿工工具具

在双路输出应用中，TPS40428 器件是一款电压模式控制器；德州仪器 (TI) TPS40k 环路补偿工具可为其提供支
持。 这款电子表格工具可用于计算频率补偿组件。

对于多相应用，将电流信息应用于控制环路可实现相位间的电流均流，TPS40428 器件此时不再是一个纯粹的电压
模式控制器。 电子表格工具中计算得到的补偿组件值可用作起始点。

由于组件变化、PCB 寄生阻抗和布局影响，最好根据测量结果来优化补偿组件值。

11.2 Trademarks
PMBus is a trademark of SMIF, Inc..
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

11.3 Electrostatic Discharge Caution
These devices have limited built-in ESD protection. The leads should be shorted together or the device placed in conductive foam
during storage or handling to prevent electrostatic damage to the MOS gates.

11.4 术术语语表表

SLYZ022 — TI 术语表。

这份术语表列出并解释术语、首字母缩略词和定义。
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12 机机械械封封装装和和可可订订购购信信息息

以下页中包括机械封装和可订购信息。 这些信息是针对指定器件可提供的最新数据。 这些数据会在无通知且不对
本文档进行修订的情况下发生改变。 欲获得该数据表的浏览器版本，请查阅左侧的导航栏。
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求，TI不承担任何责任。
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PACKAGING INFORMATION

Orderable Device Status
(1)

Package Type Package
Drawing

Pins Package
Qty

Eco Plan
(2)

Lead/Ball Finish
(6)

MSL Peak Temp
(3)

Op Temp (°C) Device Marking
(4/5)

Samples

TPS40428RHAR ACTIVE VQFN RHA 40 2500 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)

CU NIPDAU Level-3-260C-168 HR TPS
40428

TPS40428RHAT ACTIVE VQFN RHA 40 250 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)

CU NIPDAU Level-3-260C-168 HR TPS
40428

 
(1) The marketing status values are defined as follows:
ACTIVE: Product device recommended for new designs.
LIFEBUY: TI has announced that the device will be discontinued, and a lifetime-buy period is in effect.
NRND: Not recommended for new designs. Device is in production to support existing customers, but TI does not recommend using this part in a new design.
PREVIEW: Device has been announced but is not in production. Samples may or may not be available.
OBSOLETE: TI has discontinued the production of the device.

 
(2) Eco Plan - The planned eco-friendly classification: Pb-Free (RoHS), Pb-Free (RoHS Exempt), or Green (RoHS & no Sb/Br) - please check http://www.ti.com/productcontent for the latest availability
information and additional product content details.
TBD:  The Pb-Free/Green conversion plan has not been defined.
Pb-Free (RoHS): TI's terms "Lead-Free" or "Pb-Free" mean semiconductor products that are compatible with the current RoHS requirements for all 6 substances, including the requirement that
lead not exceed 0.1% by weight in homogeneous materials. Where designed to be soldered at high temperatures, TI Pb-Free products are suitable for use in specified lead-free processes.
Pb-Free (RoHS Exempt): This component has a RoHS exemption for either 1) lead-based flip-chip solder bumps used between the die and package, or 2) lead-based  die adhesive used between
the die and leadframe. The component is otherwise considered Pb-Free (RoHS compatible) as defined above.
Green (RoHS & no Sb/Br): TI defines "Green" to mean Pb-Free (RoHS compatible), and free of Bromine (Br)  and Antimony (Sb) based flame retardants (Br or Sb do not exceed 0.1% by weight
in homogeneous material)

 
(3) MSL, Peak Temp. - The Moisture Sensitivity Level rating according to the JEDEC industry standard classifications, and peak solder temperature.

 
(4) There may be additional marking, which relates to the logo, the lot trace code information, or the environmental category on the device.

 
(5) Multiple Device Markings will be inside parentheses. Only one Device Marking contained in parentheses and separated by a "~" will appear on a device. If a line is indented then it is a continuation
of the previous line and the two combined represent the entire Device Marking for that device.

 
(6) Lead/Ball Finish - Orderable Devices may have multiple material finish options. Finish options are separated by a vertical ruled line. Lead/Ball Finish values may wrap to two lines if the finish
value exceeds the maximum column width.

 
Important Information and Disclaimer:The information provided on this page represents TI's knowledge and belief as of the date that it is provided. TI bases its knowledge and belief on information
provided by third parties, and makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy of such information. Efforts are underway to better integrate information from third parties. TI has taken and
continues to take reasonable steps to provide representative and accurate information but may not have conducted destructive testing or chemical analysis on incoming materials and chemicals.
TI and TI suppliers consider certain information to be proprietary, and thus CAS numbers and other limited information may not be available for release.

http://www.ti.com/product/TPS40428?CMP=conv-poasamples#samplebuy
http://www.ti.com/product/TPS40428?CMP=conv-poasamples#samplebuy
http://www.ti.com/productcontent
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In no event shall TI's liability arising out of such information exceed the total purchase price of the TI part(s) at issue in this document sold by TI to Customer on an annual basis.

 



TAPE AND REEL INFORMATION

*All dimensions are nominal

Device Package
Type

Package
Drawing

Pins SPQ Reel
Diameter

(mm)

Reel
Width

W1 (mm)

A0
(mm)

B0
(mm)

K0
(mm)

P1
(mm)

W
(mm)

Pin1
Quadrant

TPS40428RHAR VQFN RHA 40 2500 330.0 16.4 6.3 6.3 1.1 12.0 16.0 Q2

TPS40428RHAT VQFN RHA 40 250 180.0 16.4 6.3 6.3 1.1 12.0 16.0 Q2

PACKAGE MATERIALS INFORMATION
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*All dimensions are nominal

Device Package Type Package Drawing Pins SPQ Length (mm) Width (mm) Height (mm)

TPS40428RHAR VQFN RHA 40 2500 367.0 367.0 38.0

TPS40428RHAT VQFN RHA 40 250 210.0 185.0 35.0

PACKAGE MATERIALS INFORMATION

www.ti.com 4-Feb-2015

Pack Materials-Page 2
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重重要要声声明明

德州仪器(TI) 及其下属子公司有权根据 JESD46 最新标准, 对所提供的产品和服务进行更正、修改、增强、改进或其它更改， 并有权根据
JESD48 最新标准中止提供任何产品和服务。客户在下订单前应获取最新的相关信息, 并验证这些信息是否完整且是最新的。所有产品的销售
都遵循在订单确认时所提供的TI 销售条款与条件。

TI 保证其所销售的组件的性能符合产品销售时 TI 半导体产品销售条件与条款的适用规范。仅在 TI 保证的范围内，且 TI 认为 有必要时才会使
用测试或其它质量控制技术。除非适用法律做出了硬性规定，否则没有必要对每种组件的所有参数进行测试。

TI 对应用帮助或客户产品设计不承担任何义务。客户应对其使用 TI 组件的产品和应用自行负责。为尽量减小与客户产品和应 用相关的风险，
客户应提供充分的设计与操作安全措施。

TI 不对任何 TI 专利权、版权、屏蔽作品权或其它与使用了 TI 组件或服务的组合设备、机器或流程相关的 TI 知识产权中授予 的直接或隐含权
限作出任何保证或解释。TI 所发布的与第三方产品或服务有关的信息，不能构成从 TI 获得使用这些产品或服 务的许可、授权、或认可。使用
此类信息可能需要获得第三方的专利权或其它知识产权方面的许可，或是 TI 的专利权或其它 知识产权方面的许可。

对于 TI 的产品手册或数据表中 TI 信息的重要部分，仅在没有对内容进行任何篡改且带有相关授权、条件、限制和声明的情况 下才允许进行
复制。TI 对此类篡改过的文件不承担任何责任或义务。复制第三方的信息可能需要服从额外的限制条件。

在转售 TI 组件或服务时，如果对该组件或服务参数的陈述与 TI 标明的参数相比存在差异或虚假成分，则会失去相关 TI 组件 或服务的所有明
示或暗示授权，且这是不正当的、欺诈性商业行为。TI 对任何此类虚假陈述均不承担任何责任或义务。

客户认可并同意，尽管任何应用相关信息或支持仍可能由 TI 提供，但他们将独力负责满足与其产品及在其应用中使用 TI 产品 相关的所有法
律、法规和安全相关要求。客户声明并同意，他们具备制定与实施安全措施所需的全部专业技术和知识，可预见 故障的危险后果、监测故障
及其后果、降低有可能造成人身伤害的故障的发生机率并采取适当的补救措施。客户将全额赔偿因 在此类安全关键应用中使用任何 TI 组件而
对 TI 及其代理造成的任何损失。

在某些场合中，为了推进安全相关应用有可能对 TI 组件进行特别的促销。TI 的目标是利用此类组件帮助客户设计和创立其特 有的可满足适用
的功能安全性标准和要求的终端产品解决方案。尽管如此，此类组件仍然服从这些条款。

TI 组件未获得用于 FDA Class III（或类似的生命攸关医疗设备）的授权许可，除非各方授权官员已经达成了专门管控此类使 用的特别协议。

只有那些 TI 特别注明属于军用等级或“增强型塑料”的 TI 组件才是设计或专门用于军事/航空应用或环境的。购买者认可并同 意，对并非指定面
向军事或航空航天用途的 TI 组件进行军事或航空航天方面的应用，其风险由客户单独承担，并且由客户独 力负责满足与此类使用相关的所有
法律和法规要求。

TI 已明确指定符合 ISO/TS16949 要求的产品，这些产品主要用于汽车。在任何情况下，因使用非指定产品而无法达到 ISO/TS16949 要
求，TI不承担任何责任。

产产品品 应应用用

数字音频 www.ti.com.cn/audio 通信与电信 www.ti.com.cn/telecom
放大器和线性器件 www.ti.com.cn/amplifiers 计算机及周边 www.ti.com.cn/computer
数据转换器 www.ti.com.cn/dataconverters 消费电子 www.ti.com/consumer-apps
DLP® 产品 www.dlp.com 能源 www.ti.com/energy
DSP - 数字信号处理器 www.ti.com.cn/dsp 工业应用 www.ti.com.cn/industrial
时钟和计时器 www.ti.com.cn/clockandtimers 医疗电子 www.ti.com.cn/medical
接口 www.ti.com.cn/interface 安防应用 www.ti.com.cn/security
逻辑 www.ti.com.cn/logic 汽车电子 www.ti.com.cn/automotive
电源管理 www.ti.com.cn/power 视频和影像 www.ti.com.cn/video
微控制器 (MCU) www.ti.com.cn/microcontrollers
RFID 系统 www.ti.com.cn/rfidsys
OMAP应用处理器 www.ti.com/omap
无线连通性 www.ti.com.cn/wirelessconnectivity 德州仪器在线技术支持社区 www.deyisupport.com
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